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Abstract 
This thesis is a survey on the interior point method for solving linear opti-
mization (L0 ) and convex optimization (CO) problems. The major materials of 
the thesis come from [7], [14], [26], and [27]. The target o f L O and CO are to find 
the optimal value of an objective function subject to some constraints. L 0 and 
CO problems are widely used in applications of many areas such as statistics, en-
gineering, economics, etc. We wi l l discuss some simple interior point algorithms 
for L 0 and CO problems. The interior point algorithm is an iterative method 
which seeks the solution inside the feasible set of an optimization problem. 
In chapter 1, we state the L 0 and CO problems to be studied. We also give 
some definitions and theorems which wi l l be used later. 
In chapter 2, we work on the L 0 problem. We wil l show the relation between 
the primal and dual problem and then give a simple algorithm which can solve 
the self-dual problem (combining the primal and dual problem) by Newton steps. 
The solution of the L 0 problem is then given by the self-dual problem and we 
wil l illustrate some L 0 problems at the end of this chapter. 
In chapter 3, we give the Logarithmic Barrier Algorithm and Center Algorithm 
to solve the CO problem. These two iterative methods solve a sequence of un-
constrained minimization problems associated with each CO problem instead of 
solving the CO problem directly. In order to apply the two algorithms, some as-
sumptions have to be satisfied. Firstly, the objective function and the constraints 
function should be twice continuously differentiable. Secondly, the interior of the 
feasible set should be bounded and nonempty. Finally, the functions of the un-
constrained minimization problems are n-self-concordant We wil l finally apply 
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1.1 Linear and Convex Optimization Model 
This thesis wi l l focus on the general linear optimization problem: 
min c^x 
Ax > b, 
s.t. 
x>0, 
where A is a m x n matrix, b G M ^ , c G M^ are two given vectors, and x G H " 
is the unknown vector, and focus on the convex optimization problem: 
max / o ( y ) 
s.t. fi{y) < 0, i = l , 2 , . . . , n , 
where y G K ^ and fi{y),i = 0,1，• • •，n are convex functions. We wi l l not discuss 
the whole class of convex functions but the smooth convex functions which satisfy 
some conditions. These conditions are needed in the theoretical analysis and wil l 
be given later. 
1.2 Notations for Linear Optimization 
The following are some definitions which wil l be used in chapter 2. 
5 
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• A symmetric matrix is a matrix M such that M^ 二 M. 
• A matrix M is called skew-symmetric i f M* = —M. 
• The generalized inverse of a square matr ix Anxn of rank r is defined by 
A' = Al[A,Al)-'{AlA,)-'Al 
where Ai is a n x r matrix and A2 is a r x n matrix and they are of rank r 
such that A = A1A2. 
• A set S G ffl^ is called a compact set i f i t is closed and bounded. 
• For any x, y G M^, xy denotes the componentwise product. 
That is xy = {xiyi, X2y2,. =. , XnVnf-
• For any x, y G R / \ x and y are called strictly complementary i f xy — 0 and 
x + y > 0. 
L e m m a 1.2.1 If S and X are positive diagonal matrix, M is skew-symmetric 
and they are of the same size, then S + XM is nonsingular. 
Proof : By considering 
{S^XM)y = 0. 
Since X is a positive diagonal matrix, there is a vector z with the relation y — Xz. 
Thus we have 
{S + XM)Xz = {). 
By multiply both sides by z^, we get 
z^{S + XM)Xz = ^. 
This is equivalent to 
z^SXz + {XzfMXz 二 0. 
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Since M is skew symmetric and X，S are positive diagonal matrix, we must have 
2； 二 0. This proves that S + XM is nonsingular. • 
1.3 Definition and Properties of Convexities 
We now introduce some basic concepts and definitions. 
• A set of points T is a convex set i f every convex combination of points in T 
is also in T. That is, Vxi, X2 G T and A G [0,1], 
A x i + (1 — X)x2 e T. 
• A function f is a convex function in a nonempty convex set S i fVx1,x2 G S 
and A G [0,1], 
/ [Ax i + (1 - X)x2] < Xf{xi) + (1 - X)f{x2). (1.1) 
The function f is strictly convex i f a strict inequality holds in (1.1) when 
A G (0,1) and xi + x^. I f the convex set S is replaced by the entire space, 
we simply say that f is a convex function. 
We have two equivalent definitions for a continuously difFerentiable convex func-
tion f. 
L e m m a 1.3.1 Iff is continuously differentiahle for x 6 S, then an equivalent 
definition of a convex function is that 
f{x2) > f{xi) + {x2 — xif V / (^1), Vx1,x2 e S. (1.2) 
f is strictly convex in S if strict inequality holds in (1.2) whenever Xi + x^. 
Proof : For each x\,x^ G S and 0 < A < 1, we have 
f[xi + \{X2 - Xi)] = f[{l - A ) x i + Arr2] < (1 - X)f{xi) + Xf{x2). 
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Setting h = x2 — Xi, we get 
/ ( x 1 + A / 1 ) - / ( x 1 ) < A [ / ( x 2 ) - / ( x 1 ) ] 
Subtracting syf {x i )^ {Xh) from both sides and dividing by A gives 
/Or i + A " ) - / ( x ^ ) - V / _ / 0 < 制 _ , ( , i ) _ v , ( r i ) r ( ^ —釣） 
Now as A — 0, the left side goes to zero while the right side, being independent 
of A, remains constant. This implies 
/(工2) > /(工1) + (工2 - XiY V /(工1)， 
which proves the first part of the lemma. 
Now suppose that f is continuously differentiable for x e S and satisfies (1.2). 
Given X1,X2 G S, A G (0,1), we set xo = Xxi + (1 — X)x2. Then 
f{xo) = f{xo) + v / ( ^ o ) ^ [ A ( x i — X o ) + ( 1 - A ) ( X 2 — Xo) 
and using the linearity of v / ( ^ o ) we can write this as 
f{xo) = A[/(xo) + Vf{^of{ooi — xo)] + (1 — X)[f{xo) + vf{x0f{x2 - Xo). 
Inequality (1.2) holds for x = xi and x — X2, so 
/ ( A x i + ( 1 - X ) x 2 ) < A / ( x i ) + ( 1 - A ) / ( x 2 ) , 
that is, f is convex. 
Replacing the inequalities by strict inequalities, the last part of the lemma 
follows. • 
L e m m a 1.3.2 Iff is twice continuously differentiable，another way to define a 
convex function is that S/^f{x) is positive semidefinite for all x G S. If \/^f(x) 
is positive definite, then f{x) is strictly convex. 
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Proo f : For each Xi + x^ G S, considering the expansion of f at X2, 
f{X2) 二 /(工1) + (工2 - ^ l ) ^ V f { X l ) + (^2 - ^ l ) ^ 寸 / (^o)(^2 - ^1), 
where x^ G (^1,:^^2)-
Since s j ^ f [ x ) is positive semidefinite, {x2 — x i ) ^ v ^ /(^0)(^2 — ^ i ) > 0. There-
fore, f{x2) > / ( x i ) + {x2 — xi)^ V f{^i)- By lemma 1.3.1，f is convex in S. 
On the other hand, suppose that f is convex in S. For x, h G S and t G H such 
that X + th e S, we define g{t) = f{x + th). Then g is convex in a neighborhood 
of the origin and 
" ' ⑴ = V f { x + th)^h, 
/ ⑴ = h T s f f ( ^ j : + thfh. 
The convexity of g implies that 没〃(0) > 0, i.e. hF 寸 f(x)^h > 0. Since h is 
arbitrary, v / ( r r ) is positive semidefinite. • 
We now state two more lemmas about the properties of a convex function. 
L e m m a 1.3.3 If f{x) is a convex function in a convex set S, then for k G K； 
/s 
S — {x I f[x) < k, X G 5 } is a convex set. 
Proof : Choose any X1,X2 G S such that f{xi) < k and f{x2) < k. Since f{x) is 
convex in 5, VA G [0,1], Axi + (1 — X)x2 G S and 
f[Xxi + (1 - X)x2] < A / ( x i ) + (1 - X)f{x2) 
< Xk^{l-X)k 
=k. 
This completes the proof. • 
The next section gives two well-known results about the unconstrained minimiza-
tion which wil l be used in chapter 3. 
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1.4 Useful Theorem for Unconstrained Minimiza-
tion 
The following are two main theorems for unconstrained minimization. 
T h e o r e m 1.4.1 A necessary condition that a differentiahle function f has an 
unconstrained local minimum at a point x* is that 
• / ⑷ 二 0. 
T h e o r e m 1.4.2 Sufficient conditions that a point x* be an isolated local uncon-
strained minimum of the twice-differentiable function f are that 
•/⑷ 二 0 
and 
yT v ' f[x*)y > 0, Vy / 0. 




Before introducing algorithm for solving L 0 , we first give the background of the 
algorithm. 
2.1 Self-dual Linear Optimization Model 
We can find in many textbook that every L 0 problem can be rewritten in the 
canonical form given by (P), the primal problem 
{P) min{c^x | A r > b, x > 0}. 
According to (P), we can construct the dual problem of {P) 
{D) max{6^2/ | A^y < c, y > 0}. 
L e m m a 2.1.1 (weak duality) If x is feasible for {P) and y is feasible for {D) 
then c^x > h^y. Furthermore, ifc^x = b^y then x and y are optimal. 
Proof : Let x is feasible for {P) and y is feasible for {D). Then x > 0, y > 
0，Ax > b and A^y < c. As a consequence we have 
bTy < {Ax)^y = x^{A^y) < cFx. 
11 
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Hence, any y that is feasible for {D) provides a lower bound b^y for the value 
of c^x, whenever x is feasible for {P). Conversely, any x that is feasible for (P) 
provides an upper bound c^x for the value of h^y, whenever y is feasible for {D). 
This phenomenon is known as the weak duality property. Thus, i f c^x = b^y for 
a feasible pair {x, y) then x is optimal for {P) and y is optimal for {D). • 
One of the most important results in L 0 states that the converse statement 
of lemma 2.1.1 is also true. This is known as the strong duality property. 
L e m m a 2.1.2 (strong duality) A feasible solution x to the primal problem is 
optimal if and only if there exists a feasible solution y to the dual problem such 
that 
T uT 
c X = 0 y. 
In particular, y is an optimal solution to the dual. 
The proof of the Strong Duality Theorem can be found in many L 0 textbooks 
(see [28]). 
Now, we introduce the self-dual L0 model {SP) 
{SP) min{q^x | s(x) := Mx + q > 0, x > 0} 
where M is a n x n skew symmetric matrix, q > 0. The meaning of self-dual is 
that the dual of {SP) is exactly the same problem as {SP) itself. The argument 
is straightforward by writ ing down the dual of {SP) 
�DSP� max{-Z2/ | M^y < q, y > 0}. 
Since M is skew symmetric ( M = -M^) and a maximizing problem can be 
written as a minimizing problem by changing the sign of the cost function, it is 
equivalent to write {DSP) as 
{DSP) min{q^y | - My < q, y > 0}. 
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Therefore, the self-duality of {SP) is concluded. 
The reason we consider the skew symmetric model is because every L 0 prob-
lem can be embedded in a self-dual problem. By the Strong Duality Theorem, 
whenever both [P) and {D) have an optimal solution then the system 
Ax > b, X > 0 
-ATy > -c, y > 0 
bTy — cFx > 0 
has a solution, and any such solution gives optimal solutions for {P) and {D). 
Writ ing the above system in matrix form, 
/ 0 d \ ( � ( h\ 
—AT 0 ^ > —c X > 0，y > 0. (2.1) 
V bT - c T ) � ” V oJ 
Now introducing a homogenizing variable K, the coefficient matrix becomes skew 
symmetric as follows: 
/ 0 A - 6 \ f y \ 卜 、 
- A ^ 0 c X > 0 a; > 0, y > 0, K > 0. (2.2) 
V bT -c^ 0 ； V ^ / V • y 
Note that this system is completely equivalent to (2.1) i f K = 1. Actually, 
j^ y 
given any solution i^ oc,y, n) of (2.2) with n > 0, ( — , —, 1) also solves the system, 
Av Kj 
since the system is homogeneous. I f K 二 0 for every solution of (2.2), then the first 
system (2.1) has no solution. The reason is that i f (2.1) has a solution (x, y), then 
(x,y, 1) solves (2.2). Thus it becomes natural to consider the following self-dual 
problem: 
1 n \ ^ 1 \ 1 \ 1 . \ / \ 
0 y y 0 y 
min 0 X ： M x > 0 , x > 0 > 
V 0 / \ ^ / V ^ / \ a / \ ^ ) \ / 
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where 
� 0 A - b � 
M = -A^ 0 c . 
、 b T - c T 0 ) 
In the next section, we wi l l introduce some definitions and theorems which are 
useful in the further analysis. 
2.2 Definitions and Main Theorems 
The following are some important definitions: 
• The feasible set of the self-dual L 0 model {SP) is defined by 
SP := {x : X > 0, s(x) := Mx + q > 0}. 
• The vector s(x) = Mx + q is called the surplus vector of vector x. 
L e m m a 2.2.1 {SP) admits the zero vector x = 0 as a feasible solution, and this 
solution is optimal 
Proo f : Since M is skew symmetric, we have 
qT30 — {s — Mx)^x = s^x — x^Mx = s^x — e^{xs). 
Consequently, given any Xo > 0 such that s{xo) > 0 in SP, the cost function 
q^Xo > 0 in SP. Therefore x = 0 with surplus vector s{x) = q > 0 is obvious 
feasible and is optimal since the cost function q^x = 0. • 
Remark : The optimal solution x = 0 may be not unique in general as the 
following example shows: 
0 1 1 r 0 
M = q 二 
- 1 0 J [ 0 
Here, (0 X2) is an optimal solution for any X2 > 0. • 
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• We define the optimal set of {SP) by 
SP* := {x : X > 0, 5(x) > 0，xs{x) = 0}. 
As the cost function q^x = e^{xs) and x = 0 is optimal, the optimal set 
indeed shows every optimal solution must be in SP* and every x G SP* must be 
an optimal solution. 
L e m m a 2.2.2 Let x and y be feasible for (SP). Then x and y are optimal if 
and only if 
xs{y) = ys{x) = xs{x) = ys{y) 二 0. 
Proo f : Since M is skew symmetric 
{x - yf{s{x) - s{y)) = {x - yf[{Mx + q) - {My + q) 
= { x - y)^M{x - y) = 0. 
Hence 
x^s{y) + y^s{x) — x^s{x) + y^s{y) 
and this vanishes if and only if x and y are optimal, by noting that 
X, s{x),y^ s{y) > 0. Thus optimal solutions are complementary. • 
• {SP) satisfies the so-called Interior Point Condition {IPC) i f there exists a 
positive vector x such that 5(a:) is positive. 
Theo rem 2.2.1 The next statements are equivalent. 
(i) {SP) satisfies the IPC. 
(ii) For fi > 0，there exists (x, s) > 0 such that 
f 
Mx + q = s, 
< 
xs = fjLe. 
< 
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0 ~ W^ W y 
y^central 
- / path 
? / . 
^ ^ ^ ^ ~ “ W 
Figure 2.1: L ^ + 0 
(iii) For w > 0； there exists (x, s) > 0 such that 
f 
Mx + q = 5, 
< 
xs = w. 
< 
Proof : {iii) ~> {ii) ~> (z) is clearly hold. 
(z) ~> {iii) Suppose that there is a positive vector x^ E SP with positive 
surplus vector s^ :- s{x^) such that w^ = x^s^. Let 
Lyj := {x G SP : xs{x) < w}. 
First we want to prove by contradiction that for each w > 0, L^ + 0. 
I f w > x^s{x^), then x�G L^ and so L^ + 0. 
I f w ^ a;0<s(a;0), then we assume that L^ = 0 and let w := max{i^), it*。}, 
f 
||max{i^ - t(),0}}oo i f Lyj / 0 
g[w):= 
oo if Luj — 0 
‘ 
further let tD be the minimizer of g{w) in the set L^. 
I f L^ is compact, then the vector w ^ w exists. We can get more idea in the 
figure 2.1. In fact for each w > 0，Lyj is compact. First L^ is closed by its 
definition. Second if there is x G L^ , that is (x, 5(x)) > 0 and x^s{x) < e^w, 




u ^ — 
y ^ •‘ W 
Figure 2.2: {iii) is solvable 
then we have 
0 = {x-x^)M{x-x^) = (x - xY(s - s') 
= X ^ 5 + ( x y 5 ^ - x V - 5 ^ X ^ 
I t implies for each j, 
Xjs'j < X^s' < X^s' + 5^X° 
< jFs + (工0,^0 
= e ^ w + {x^)^s'. 
Therefore, 
^ e^w + O^ofso 
^j — ^ . 
Sj 
Therefore Ly^  is bounded and so Lyj is compact. Since L^ is compact, we know 
that there is a vector w ^ w such that g{w) < g{w) for all w G L^. We now want 
to find a now vector Wa such that g{wa) < g(w). Now we apply the Newton step 
for a sufficient small a from w to w and we denote i t by 
Wa = XaSa = (x + aAx) (s + aAs) 
=xs + a[w — xs) + a^AxAs 
=w + a[w — w) + a^AxAs. 
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By the definition of w and g{w), we suppose that g{w) = {w — w)j, that is the 
j t h coordinate of w — w is less than zero. Thus for 
-(w — w)i a < ~ — 
(AxA.),， 
we find that the jth. coordinate of Wa, 
{Wa)j = Wj + a(w — w)j + a^(AxA5)j 
< ^j' 
Thus, Wa is a point closer to w than w in || • ||oo which gives a contradiction to 
the definition of w. Thus we have L^ + 0 and L^ is compact for each w > 0. 
Finally, we use the same technique to prove that for each w > 0, there exists 
{x, s) > 0 such that 
f 
Mx + q = s, 
< 
xs — w. 
< 
Suppose that this problem is not solvable, we define 
g{w) = II max{w) — w, O)||oo 
for w G Ljjj. We also define w is the minimizer of g(w). Since L^ is nonempty 
and compact, w is well defined, we apply the Newton step with small enough a 
from w to (1 — e)w gives a contradiction to the definition of w. This completes 
the proof. • 
In fact, the solutions of systems {ii) and {iii) are unique. Suppose that {x, s) > 
0 and (?/, t) > 0 be two solutions of ( i i), we consider 
0 = {x - y,M(x — y) 
二（:^1)、卜力） 
= x ^ s + yTt — x^t — yTs 
n n ^ v ^ A^  v ^ M 二 2n^i_Lxi > 2 / i - . 
tr 队 tr ^^  
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This is equivalent to 
2n = J 2 ^ ^ > j 2 ^ ^ = 2n. 
i=i 而队 i=i工他 
The equality holds i f and only i f Xi = yi for all i. By the definition of s and t, we 
also get s = t. Therefore {x, s) is equal to {y, t), that is to say the solutions of 
{ii) are unique. 
• The solution of {ii) is denoted by x(yu) and s{fj). 
• The central path is defined by {x( / i ) : / i > 0]. 
The concept of central path wi l l play a key role both in the development of the 
theory and in the design of algorithms. 
• The optimal partition is defined by two subsets B and N of the index set 
{ l , 2 , . . . , n } f o r 
B :— {i : Xi > 0, for some x 6 5P* } , 
N := {i : s{x)i > 0, for some x 6 SP*}. 
The importance of the two subsets B and N wi l l be shown after the following 
theorem. 
T h e o r e m 2.2.2 Assume that {SP) satisfies the IPC. Then the limit ofx{jji) ^ 
X* exists when fi 丄 0 and is optimal. Moreover, x*^ > 0，s*^  > 0 and x* + s* > 0 
where s* = s(x*). 
Proof : We first prove for JX > 0, the set 
{ (a;(" ) ,s(") ) : 0 < f i < ft} 
is bounded. By the interior-point condition, there exists (rr。, s^) > 0. Since 
{x^ - a:("))r(s�- s{fi)) = {x^ - x{fi))^M{x^ - x{fi)) = 0, 
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this leads to 
s^jXj{|i) < xifi^s^ + {xYsM = i^'fs' + ^M^s{|i) 
=n"+(:rOfsO 
< nfJi + {xYs^-
This shows x j ( / i ) < (n/i + (x^)^s^)/s^. The set {x { f j ) : 0 < fj, < f i } is therefore 
bounded. The proof for the boundedness of the set {s(//) : 0 < ^ < JJi] is similar. 
Using x]sj{^i) < nft + (a;°)^s°, we get 5^-(") < {nfL + {x^ys^)/x^j. Now, let 
{ / i f c ) ^ i be a positive sequence such that |dk ~^ 0 for k ^ 00. So {[x[|jik)^ 5(//^))} 
is bounded and contains a sequence converging to a point {x*, s*). Then (x*, s*) is 
feasible and from theorem 2.2.1(ii), (x*)^s* — 0. So x* is an optimal solution. We 
next show that (x*, 5*) are strictly complementary. Since M is skew symmetric, 
we have 
(rr:("fc) - x*Y{s{yik) - s*) = {x{iJLk) - x*f{{Mx{p.k) + q) _ (Mrr* + q) 
二 {x{fjik) - x*YM{x{^k) - x*) = 0. 
Expanding the terms and using (x*)^5* — 0 and Xi{|jLk)Si{|jik) = A^ fc，for all i, we 
get 
{x*)^s{fik) + oc{fikVs* = nfik, 
writ ing in summation form, this implies 
^ x*Si{fj.k) + ^ Xi{fik)s* = rifj,k, 
i e { j : x * > 0 } i £ { j : 5;>0} 
dividing both sides by fj,k and using Xi{/2k)si(f^k) = A^ fc, for all i, we have 
y ^ XjSiifJ^k) I y ^ Xj{f^k)s* =几 
i e O ^ > o }工“"。咖 ) , e O ^ > o }偏咖 ) _ … 
which is equivalent to 
E x * v^ s* 
/ � + � ~T^ = n. 
对力々 0产 ( "左） i e i ^ > o } ^^ (^ )^ 
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Lett ing k ^ oo, this shows that the total number of positive terms in x* and s* 
is equal to n. So, (x*, s(x*)) is strictly complementary. • 
From the proof of theorem 2.2.2, we know B |J N = {1,2, • • • , n} since x*s* = 
0. Later, we wi l l give an iterative method for solving (ST) and applying the 
partition, we can separate such iterative solution for small and large variables so 
that we can apply the rounding procedure to get the exact solution. 
Next, we prove that this accumulation point x* mentioned in theorem 2.2.2 is 
actually unique. To do so, we introduce the analytic center. 
• I f X G 5P* , s — s{x) maximize the product 
Yl Xi H � 
ieB ieN 
over X G SP*, then x is called an analytic center of SP*. 
Theo rem 2.2.3 Assuming the IPC is satisfied, then the limit point ofthe central 
path X* is the analytic center of SP*. 
Proof : Let (x*, s*) be a l imit point of the central path, where s* = 5(x*). 
According to theorem 2.2.2，let {fJ^k]^=i be a positive sequence such that fjLk ~> 0 
and such that (rr(/ifc), 5(//^)), converges to (x*, 5*). Then x* is optimal, which 
means {x*Ys* = 0, and strictly complementary. Now let x be optimal in (5^P) 
and let s = Mx + q be its surplus vector. Applying the orthogonality property 
to the points x and x{f j ) we obtain 
(^ (Mfc) - x)^{s{fj.k) - s) = 0. 
Rearranging terms and using x{fik)^s{fik) = rifjik and {x)^s = 0，we get 
n n 
yZ ^i^i{fJ'k) + ^ Xi{^lk)Si 二 nnk-
i=l i=l 
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Since the pair {x*, s*) is strictly complementary and (x, s) is an arbitrary optimal 
pair, we have for each coordinate i: 
X* = 0 = ^ Xi = 0, s* = 0 力 Si = 0. 
Thus we may write 
y ^ ^iSi(fJ>k) + Y1 Xi{fXk)si = nfjLk, 
ie{j.x*>Q} i e { j : s ; > 0 } 
dividing both sides by fj>k = Xi{iJLk)si{^ik), we get 
y^ ^i + y^ Sj —几 
&工“"0 & 偏 — … 
lett ing k ^ 00 ,it follows that 
V^ ^i _ V^ ^ i 
Z ^ ^ + Z ^ 7 = ^-
ieB ^ ieN z 
Applying the arithmetic-geometric-mean inequality, we obtain 
/ — — \ n 1 / _ _ \ 
n ^ TT f l < i Y ^ ^ _|_ Y ^ £ i 1 
r* 丄丄 <?t — 77 2^ r * 2^ 0* — , 
\ieB A ieN \ ) 几 \ieB 巧 ieN 〜/ 
this leads to 
U^^Ws^<U^*iU'i 
ieB ieN ieB ieN 
We have completed the proof. • 
In the next section we show that the self-dual problem defined in section 2.1 
can be further embedded into another self-dual problem which satisfies the IPC 
automatically. 
2.3 Self-dual Embedding and Simple Example 
In this section, we assume q 二 0 in the self-dual model {SP). This is general 
enough as we see previously that any L 0 problem can be embedded in a self-dual 
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problem wi th q = 0. Now we introduce another self-dual problem which satisfied 
the IPC: 
f , � ( M r \ ( A ( 0 彳 ( A 
min {n + 1 ) ^ : + > 0, > 0 (2.3) 
V - " V v v v ^ + i y v v 
where r 二 e — Me. This problem satisfies the IPC automatically and gives the 
solutions for the original problem. We show this in the following: First, the IPC 
is satisfied since the vector (e^ 1)^ wi th surplus vector (e^ 1)^ is feasible: 
1 , , \ 1 \ 1 ^ \ 1 , 1 \ 1 \ M r e 0 Me + r e 
+ = = . 
乂 —rT 0 y y 1 y y n + 1 y y - r ^ e + n + 1 乂 ^ 1 乂 
Second, by theorem 2.2.2, there exists a strictly complementary solution {x^ ^)^ . 
Meanwhile, by lemma 2.2.1, the optimal value of the self-dual problem is equal 
to 0. Thus, the optimal value of the new cost function 
(n + l)^ ^ = 0. 
Since n + 1 > 0, i t follows that ^ = 0. On the other hand, the surplus vector of 
{x^ d)^ is greater than or equal to zero, this gives 
(M r \ ( X \ f 0 \ / Mx � 
、—rT 0 j y 0 y y n + 1 y y -r^x + n + 1 J 
( s{x) \ 
= > 0 � n + 1 — r^x j 
where s(x) is the surplus vector of x to the original self-dual problem. Therefore 
X > 0 and s{x) > 0, i t implies that x is optimal for the original problem. Finally, 
such {x, s{x)) is strictly complementary for the original problem since {x^ d)^ is 
a strictly complementary solution of the new problem. 
Conclusion: From above, we know that every L 0 problem can be embedded in 
another self-dual problem of the form (*SP) with {x, s{x)) = (e, e) as an interior 
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point {IP). By theorem 2.2.2, a strictly complementary solution of the new prob-
lem can be found. As a consequence, the first n unknowns of the new self-dual 
problem solve the original problem. Moreover, i f the n^^ entry value K, is greater 
than zero, then an optimal solution of the original L 0 problem is found. On 
the other hand, i f K = 0 in all solutions then the original L 0 problem does not 
have an optimal solution. We use the following simple problem to illustrate the 
embedding procedure. Consider the problem 
{EP) max{y i + y2 : —1 < m < 1, y2 < 1}. 
Introducing nonnegative slack variables Si, 52, 53 and eliminating the free variables 
yi and y2 by using 
yi = si - 1, 
V2 = 1 - 53, 
we obtain the following canonical problem 
( 1 \ ^ / \ / 1 \ ^ / \ / \ 
1 Sx 1 5i 5i 
max : > 2, > 0 , 
V _ 1 / V ^ ) \ 0 / V & / _ V ^3 / _ 、 / 
which is the dual problem of the following primal problem: 
/ l \ ( l \ 1 
min 2xi : Xi > , Xi > 0 ^ . 
V • / — \ _ 1 / — I 
Now, 
/ l \ ( l \ 
A= ， c = ( 2 )， b = . 
\'J v-v 
We apply the embedding technique to this problem, yielding the self-dual problem 
/ \ 1 \ 5l Si 
S3 S3 
min 0 : M > 0， > 0 , 
Xi Xi 
. \ ^ / V ^ / > 
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where Xi is the dual variable and K the homogenizing variable and 
/ \ ( 0 0 1 -1 \ 
0 A -b 
_ ^ 0 0 0 1 
M = - A ^ 0 c = • 
^ ^ - 1 0 0 2 
bT - J 0 
\ , \ 1 - 1 - 2 0 j 
The problem is further embedded into 
f � ( M r \ ( A ( 0 \ ( A 
min {n +1)^9 : > — ， ^ > 0 > 
\—rT 0 j \^J \n + l ) \ ^ ) - ) 
where n = 4 and 
/ l \ 
0 
r = e — Me = . 
0 
U/ 
We arrive, finally, at 
/ n n 1 1 1 \ 1 \ 1 . \ / \ 0 0 1 —1 1 si 0 si 
0 0 0 1 0 S3 0 S3 
min 5i3 : - 1 0 0 2 0 :ri > - 0 ， xi > 0 ^ . 
1 —1 - 2 0 3 K 0 K 
1 - 1 0 0 - 3 0 ； V ^ y V 5 y V 分 ) . 
Here, the all one vector is feasible and its surplus vector is also the all one 
vector. 
2.4 Newton step 
Now, we have the embedding problem (2.3) which satisfies the IPC. Then by 
theorem 2.2.1, the following system 
f 
Mx + q = s, 
1 xs = w 
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has a solution (x, s) > 0 for w > 0. 
We are in fact interested in the case w = /ie and then lett ing “ ~> 0. We wi l l 
continue to use w instead of "e for generality in the following argument. Now, 
we apply the Newton's method to find a displacements Ax, As for a given (x, s) 
such that X + Arr, s + As satisfy the system for the general new target w: 
r 
M{x + A:r) + q = s + A<s > 0, x + Ax > 0 
^ 
、 (x4-Ax) (5 + A5) = w. 
Since Mx + q = 5, i t gives 
f 
MAx = As, 
(2.4) 
xAs + sAx + AxAs = w — xs. 
< 
By neglecting the quadratic term AxAs, we obtain the linear system 
I MAx = As, 
(2.5) 
xAs + sAx = w — xs. 
< 
Then the Newton direction at x to the target w is given by 
Ax = {S + XM)-^w-xs), 
where X and S are positive diagonal matrices with their diagonal entries being 
the components of x and s. Since M is skew-symmetric, by lemma 1.2.1, S^-XM 
is nonsingular. Hence A x is defined uniquely. Such displacements Ax , As wil l 
be exact for (2.4) if the quadratic term A x A s = 0. Newton step at {x, s) by 
(x+,5+): 
x^ ~ X + Ax , s+ 二 s + As. 
We now see that we can use the Newton step to find a direction at x to a new 
target, say in the central path. Therefore i f we apply i t repeatly by decreasing 
the scalar yu, the problem is solved and the algorithm is the so-called centering 
method. But we should be careful about the feasibility in each step. In practice, 
fj, cannot be decreased too fast. 
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We wi l l show the conditions for feasibility of each Newton step in the next 
lemma. 
L e m m a 2.4.1 The Newton step is feasible if and only if w + AxAs > 0 and 
strictly feasible if and only if w + AxAs > 0. 
Proo f : By considering x^s^ and expanding the terms, we have 
a;+s+ = {x + Ax) {s + As) 
=xs + (sArr + xAs) + AxAs. 
Since the Newton step satisfies 
sAx + xAs 二 w — xs, 
so, 
a:+s+ 二 w + AxAs. 
Thus, i f x^ and s+ are nonnegative (positive)，then their product is nonnegative 
(positive) as well. As a consequence, x^ and s+ are feasible implies w + AxAs is 
nonnegative (positive). 
Conversely, we define 
x^ = X + aAx, s^ = 5 + aAs, 0 < a < 1. 
We have x^s^ = xs > 0. 
x "s " = {x + aAx ) (5 + aAs) 
=xs + a(5Aa: + xAs) + a^AxAs. 
Using sAx + xAs 二 w — xs gives 
x"5" = xs + a{w — xs) + a^AxAs. 
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X, s 
5O _ ^ 
^ X ^ a 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
0 \ \ j 1 « 
Figure 2.3: To show that (x+, 5+) > 0 
Now suppose w + AxAs > 0. Then it follows that 
x^s^ > xs + a{w — xs) — a^w 
— ( 1 — Qf)(x5 + aw) 
> 0 
for 0 < a < 1. Since x^ and 5° are positive and x^s^" are all positive for all 
a G [0,1), the vector rr+ = x^ — x + A x and s+ 二 <§1 = s + As cannot have 
negative entries by the continuity of x^ and s+. We observe this property in figure 
2.3 with one dimension. Similarly we can prove for the case w + Aa;As > 0. This 
completes the proof. • 
I f the Newton step is feasible then we have the following result: 
{x^Ys^ = e^(x+5+) = e^(w + AxAs) = e^w + Ax^MAx = e^w, 
since As = MAx. 
In the following we analyze the convergence of the Newton step. 
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2.5 Rescaling and Definition of S{xs, w) 
We use scaling vectors d and u defined below to adapt the new situation: 
, 1^ /Ss" 
d:=\ —, u := W — 
V s V 1 
I f we let 
V = v ^ . 
Then rr, 5, A x and A5 are rescaled as follows: 
x = vd^ s = ^ ", 
A x 
dx = "v" ds = dAs, «, 
where the division here is defined to be the componentwise division. 
From (2.5) we see that 
0 = A x ^ M A x = A x ^ A s = d:ds. 
Therefore, the orthogonality of Ax and As is reserved. Meanwhile, 
v{dx + ds) = sAx + xAs = w — xs :二 /S,w. 
Let 
. — ^ ^ (^W '~ 
V 
Then we have 
dx H" dg 二 dyj, 
since d^ds = 0，we get 
dx + dg — dyj • 
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This shows that the displacement d^, dg are zero i f and only i f d^ = 0. Thus, we 
have the definition of 'distance， 
e/ X dyj 1 XS — W o[xs,w) ：= ~ = ~ . ^-=^ . 
2y/mm{w) 2y^min(w;) V ^ 
From the definition, 6{xs, w) = 0 i f and only i f xs = w. 
Before stating the convergence theorem of the Newton step, we present a 
useful lemma. 
L e m m a 2.5.1 We have ||oWs||oo < 臺||心'||2 and ||oWs|| < ^^||c?^|p. 
Proo f : Note that, 
dxds = $( (ct + dsf — ( 4 - dsf), 
so we have 
- j ( 4 — dsf < d^ds < i ( 4 + d s f . 
This implies 
-臺|丨4 - dsW^e < da4s < j||4 + dsfe, 
which yields the first inequality. On the other hand, 
|MX|P-e^(44)' = ^e^((4 + dsf - ( 4 - dsf)' 
< ^e^((4 + ds)' + ( 4 - 4 ) ' ) 
< (^||4 + ^ /.ir + ||4-4||') 
二 y|4 + 4||4, 
that gives the second inequality and the proof of lemma is complete. • 
Now we can state the theorem. 
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T h e o r e m 2.5.1 The Newton step is feasible if S{xs,w) < 1. Moreover, if 
6{xs^ w) < 1 then 
p 
S(x^s^,w) < — 
V2(1 - 巧 
where S := S{xs, w). 
Proo f : Consider 
dxds < dxdg 00 
w � _ mm{w). 
From lemma 2.5.1, we obtain 
dxd$ < djj^ 
w ^ — 4min(u?) 
=6{xs, w)^ 
< 1. 
This implies w + AxAs = w + d^ds > 0. By lemma 2.4.1，the Newton step is now 
feasible. On the other hand, by using lemma 2.5.1 and the definition of S, 
min(:r+s+) 二 min(u? + d^ds) 
> min{w) — Wd^dsWoo 
> min(w) - |||cU|2 
= m i n ( _ ( l _ ^ ) . (2.6) 
Now 
" + + 、2 1 W — X+5+ 2 
(5|^+s+,w)2 二 - ~ ~ r ^ ^ ^ 
4minH Vx+5+ 
_ \w — x+5+|p 
4 min(w;)e^(x+s+) 
\w — a:+S+||2 
— 4 min(tL') min(x+5+). 
By the previous inequality (2.6), we know min(x+5+) > min(u^)(l — S^), so 
" "，—2 ^ 4(1二2二：)2 
_ \dxds\\^ 
=4(l-J2)min(^^)2-
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Applying the inequality in lemma 2.5.1, then we find, 
“ 工 + 一 ， — 2 < \\d.\\\ 
32(1 — 0^) mm(it;)2 
= 沪 
= 2 ( l - J 2 ) ' 
the result follows. • 
From above, we can conclude that the algorithm wi th ful l Newton steps converges 
only i f {x,s) is close enough to the target vector w. By applying theorem 2.5.1 
and then restricting 
2^ 
咖+5+,1^ ) < < J for convergence, and 
v 2 ( l - J2) 2^ 
(^ (工+s+，— < = < 6^ for quadratically convergence, 
V2 (1 - J2) 
we derive after simple calculations that 
Algorithm wi th full Newton steps converges for 6 < y ^ 
Algorithm wi th full Newton steps converges quadratically for 5 < —— 
— V 2 
where 5 denotes 5{xs^ w) in every step. 
• The quadratically convergent region for a specified target w is defined by 
|(:r,s) : X G SP, s = Mx + q, 5{xs,w) < ^ | . 
For larger values of J(xs, w), we need a different analysis called damped Newton 
steps. Next we wi l l suggest a algorithm for solving the embedding problem (2.3) 
and give an iteration bound for such algorithm. 
2.6 An Interior Point Method 
In this section, we give the algorithm with ful l Newton steps. This algorithm 
wil l search the optimal solution inside the feasible set. Therefore it is an interior 
point method. 
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2.6.1 Algorithm with Full Newton Steps 
The following is the algorithm wi th ful l Newton steps: 
Algorithm with full Newton Steps 
Declare accuracy parameter £ > 0, 
b a r r i e r update parameter 0 G (0,1), 
X •— 6，S 1^ ^ 6, jJj 1^ ^ 1 
While nfjL > s 
M := (1 — 0)|j,] 
Solve (2.5) f o r Ax, As by the Newton step; 
X :— X + Ax ; 
s := s + As] 
End 
By a suitable choice of 0, the iterated x and s = Mx + q are positive vectors. 
I t is equivalent to say that x is in the interior of the feasible set. 
2.6.2 Iteration Bound 
We can bound the maximum number of iterations for this algorithm. To do, so 
we need the following lemma 
L e m m a 2.6.1 Let {x, s) > 0 be feasible and / i > 0 such that x^s = njjL. More-
over, let S •= 6{xs, jjie) and /i+ = (1 — 0)^,. Then 
(P)2 := 5(W，"+e)2 = (1 - 0)S2 + ^ 0 ^ . 
fxs 
Proof : Let u :二�—. By the definition, 
V /^ e 
^ _ 1 xs - jjLe — 1 1^ nje — 1 _1 
- 2 V m i n ( / i e ) v ^ = • V V " V ^ ^ 2 ^ " ^ • 
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Since S^  = 6{xs,|j,^ e), it implies 
4(J+)2 = VT^U-1 - - ^ ^ 2 
VT^ 
= | v T ^ ( z z - i — " ) - ^ ^ � . （2.7) 
From x^s = njji i t follows that \\u\\^ = n. Hence, u is orthogonal to u~^ - u: 
u^{u~^ — u) = n — ||i/||2 = 0. 
Applying this orthogonal property to (2.7), we obtain 
4(5+)2 = (l-0)||„-l-„||2 + ^ ， 
(J+)2 = ( l - - 2 + i ^ . 
The desired result follows. • 
Now, we can prove the following iteration bound of the algorithm wi th full Newton 
steps. 
T h e o r e m 2.6.1 If9 = ^ ^ ； then the algorithm with full Newton steps requires 
at most 
2v^log — ^ 
iterations. The output is a feasible pair (x, s) such that 
T / 1 
X s = r i f j i and S(xs, / i e ) < — 
for some /i < —. 
_ n 
Proo f : We know xs 二 ^ e 二 e, so x^s 二 n/io and 0 二 S{xs, fj,oe) < ~ ^ . When 
1 _ ^ 
we update yLt+ = (1 - 0)jLio with 0 = ^ ^ , lemma 2.6.1 gives 
S(xs,Li^e)^ < - ~ ~ - H 7 ^ 
、 ' ^ 、 — 4 16(1 - d) 
乂 1 1 3 1 
< - + - 二 — < —. 
- 4 8 8 2 
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Hence, by theorem 2.5.1, this Newton step is feasible and J(x+5+,yu+) < - . As 
2 
this Newton step is feasible, we know that (x+)^5+ = nju+. Now we repeat this 
process and want to find k which is the number of iterations such that 
n/i = n(l — ^)Vo = n(l — 6>” < e. 
Since, 
n(i-0)j^ogf s ^ - i o g f = 。 
By eliminating k, we find 
厂 j y 
k < 2^/nlog — . 
This proves the theorem. • 
In conclusion, the full Newton steps algorithm with 6 = - ^ proceeds in the 
2y/n 
following way: 
Given an accuracy parameter s > 0, an update parameter 9 = -^7= and /i+ = 
2y/n 
(1 - 9)fi. 
Step I: x^s = n|jL, 6{xs^ fie) < ~^ 
1 ^ 
Step II: Since 5(xs,"+e) < ^ < 1 where yu+ = (1 - 9)/n, the Newton 
v2 
step is feasible. Solve for Ax, As. Set x+ = x + A x and 
<s+ = s + As. 
Step I I I : J(aT^s+,"+e) < ^ < ^ , since feasible (x+)^s+ = r i "+ 
丄 v2 
Goto Step I I unti l rijjL < e 
In each iteration, the Newton step is feasible so we wil l go along this direction 
(rr+ = X + Ax ) and on the other hand (x+)^5+ 二 rz"+. We repeat this process 
unti l x^s 二 n^ for some jj, < - . I f £ is small enough, xs < n//e < ee ^ 0 at 
Tt 
the end of iterations. Here, the algorithm with full Newton steps is quadratically 
convergent since 6 < ~ ^ is preserved. 
v2 
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2.7 Background and Rounding Procedure for 
Interior-point Solution 
After performing the algorithm with full Newton steps, we find a feasible pair 
(工，5(x)) > 0 such that xs{x) < se. As our goal is to find a strictly complementary 
solution, we need a rounding procedure in order to round off (x, s(x)) to an exact 
solution. In the following analysis of the rounding procedure, we have to separate 
the 'large' and 'small' entries of x(ju). We first define the condition number which 
wi l l be used in later separation. 
• The condition number of (*SP) is defined by 
cr := min{cr^, cr^} 
where 
cr^  '•= min max { x J , a^ := min max {s(:r)J. 
ieB xesp* ^ J ieN xesp* ^ ^ ,” 
The condition number can also be written as 
cr := min max {x i + 5(x), | . 
ieB—xesp*�‘ ^ 川 
Since for any x G SP*, xs{x) = 0，we have 
Xi = Xi + s{x)i, i G B, s{x)i = Xi + 5(x)i, i E N. 
So the condition number 
a = min < min max {x i + 5(x)j}, min max |x , + 5(x), | > [ieB xesp* ^ ^ , ” ieN xesp* ^ ^ 乂”| 
= min max {x i + 5fx), | . ieBUNxeSP* J 
We use the previous example to make clear the concept of the condition number. 
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Let z := (51, s3, X, K, i9)T. Also suppose that we know a strictly complementary 
solution z = (1.6，0，0.8，0.8，0) wi th 5(2:) = (0,0.8，0,0,1). Therefore, the optimal 
part i t ion is 
B = { s i , x , K } , N = {s3,^9}. 
For any z G 5P , z is optimal i f and only i f s3 = 办 = 0 and 5(51) = s(x) = s(^)= 
0. This gives 
X — K 二 0, 
-5i + 2K = 0, 
Si - 2x 二 0. 
Thus the optimal solution is of the form 
z = (2/^ , 0, K, K, 0) 
and 
s{z) 二 Mz + q = (0, K, 0, 0，-bK + 5). 
Since, all these values should be nonnegative. This occur i f and only ifO < K < 1. 
Hence the maximal values of the variables in B are {2,1,1} , and their minimum is 
1. The maximal surplus values for the variables in N are {1, 5} and its minimum 
is 1. So the condition number is 1 which is the minimum value of these two 
min-max values. In the above illustration, we can find the condition number 
i f a strictly complementary solution is given. But in general, to calculate the 
condition number of (*SP) is as difficult as to solve the problem itself. In the next 
lemma, we can find a lower bound for a i f the matrix M is integral. 
L e m m a 2.7.1 The condition number a of(SP) with integral matrix M satisfies 
" - n ^ M 
where Mj denotes the j-th column of M. 
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Proo f : See [14], P.62-64 • 
We observe from the proof in [14] that the lower bound of a is not so sharp. 
• For any x G SP, we define a function (^{x) by 
, 、 max(x5(a;)) 
咖）： = . ( ) 、、 
mm(x5(o;)) 
which wi l l be used later. 
The following lemma gives the upper bound and lower bound for ‘small，and 
‘large, entries, respectively, for x {^ ) and s{^). Meanwhile, we can observe from 
the lemma that the upper bound for the small coordinates is of magnitude 0 [ f j ) . 
L e m m a 2.7.2 Let x G SP such that (p{x) < r. Then we have 
T 
Q 3^ S 
Xi > ——，i e B, Xi < ——，i e N, 
T7i a 
T 
3^1 S ¢7 
Si < ——,i e B, Si > 一，i e N 
cF rn 
where s \= <s(rr). 
Proo f : From the definition of ^ {x ) , we can find two positive numbers r1,r2 such 
丁2 
that r = — and n < XiSi < T2. Let i e N and let x be an optimal solution of 
(6^P) such that Si := 5^(5) is maximal. By considering, 
{x — xY{s — s) = 0, 
we get, 
T~ , ~T T X S + X S = X S. 
Since (x, s) > 0 and (x, s) > 0, i t implies 
~ ^ T~ ^ T Xi 5j ^^ 30 S ^^ OC S. 
By the definition of condition number that Si > cr, we first obtain 
T T X^ S X S 
Xi < - ^ < ——• 
Si a 
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Meanwhile, using XiSi > Ti and x^s < nr2, we get 
\ n \ Ticr Ticr a 
Si > — > 下 > — = — . 
Xi 工丄 s riT2 riT 
Similarly, we can prove 
T" 
¢ 7 工 上 s 
Xi > ——,i e B, Si < ——，i e B. 
rn G 
This completes the proof. • 
The above lemma has the following important consequence. 




then we can determine the optimal partition (B,N) of[SP). 
Proof : Let x{ij) be on the central path. Then x{|j) G SP and x(/i)5(yti) = jne. 
Thus ^{x{|j,)) = 1. We summarize the result of lemma 2.7.2 in the following table 
i e B, i e N 
/ 、 \ CF nfj. 
^AN > —, < —— 
n a 
/ � . niJL a 
Si{j-i) < ——， > -
a n 
Therefore, we have a complete separation of the small and large variables i f 
rifji G 
— ^ — . 
a — n 
I t is equivalent to 
<a2 
A ^  ] • 
n^ 
That means if a point x{^ji) on the central path such that /j, is small enough, less 
than ^ , then we can determine the optimal partit ion (B, N) of (5^P). • 
71/ 
From corollary 2.7.1, we can find jj, by applying the lower bound of a in lemma 
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2.7.1 in order to form the optimal partit ion which is useful in the following round-
ing procedure. 
Assuming that we have a solution pair {x, s{x)) > 0 and the optimal part i t ion 
(B, N) has been determined, we can always rewrite the system of equations in 
{SP) as 
(SB \ ( MsB MBN \ ( XB \ ( QB \ 
= + . (2.8) 
\ SN y \ M^B M^N j \ XN y 乂 qN J 
Here qB 二 0，since 0 = q^x = q^xs where XB > 0. Now considering the vector 
XB and Xjv defined by 
XB = XB — ^, XN = 0 
where ^ is any solution of 
MBB$ = SB — MBNXN 二 MeEXB- (2.9) 
The solution ^ exists because MsB is singular. M s s is singular since (2.3) satisfies 
the IPC which implies the existence of strictly complementary solution. Let's say 
卜〉0、 / 0 、 ？ • 
\ 0 y y SN > 0 y 
Substituting into (2.8)，it gives MBB^B = 0 and so MsB is singular. Now equation 
(2.8) becomes 
《 0 \ 二 ( MsB MBN \ f XB \ + f 0 、 
�SN ) \ MNB MNN / \ 0 j y qN j 
since SB = MsBXE 二 MBsixB-O = •• Thus x and s are clearly complementary. 
However, i t gives no information on the positivity of 
^B = XB — f, 
SN = MNB^B + QN = MNB{XB " f ) + qN (2.10) 
二 SN - MNNXN — MNB^' 
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Next we show that XB and SN in (2.10) are positive vectors i f we solve (2.9) for 
^ by Gaussian elimination. That is to say, {x, s) gives a strictly complementary 
solution to (5T) . 
In the rounding procedure, we need to solve MsB^ = MBB^B for (• The 
solution of following minimization problem 
uJ r:-
5 min{||^ i^ || : MBB^ = M B E X s } , 
which is equivalent to 
.^  ‘ 
'二 
^ 
1 min{||"| | : MBB^BV = 似 朋 化 } , 
solves our problem in which ^ is given by 
、=XBTJ = X B { M B B X B ) ^ M B B X B -
where (M55X5)+ is the generalized inverse of MBB^B. For a square linear 
system AnX 二 b wi th rank{An) = r < n, matrix A can be decomposed as 
^ n = ^ n x r A x n where these two matrices have rank r (for example the LU 
decomposition where L is a lower triangular matrix and U is an upper triangu-
lar matrix, see [29] for details). We first obtain Ar^^x = ( 4 L r A ^ x r ) _ M L r 6 
in which A^xr is nonsingular since A^xr has full column rank. As we want 
to find a least square solution oc, we know that such a solution is orthogo-
nal to the null space of Axn- Therefore, x belongs to the row space of Arxn 
and hence there exists y G WV such that x = A^^^y. Now, ArxnAj^^y = 
( ^ L r ^ n x r ) " ^ ^ L r ^ and here Arxn^Jxri is invertible. As a result, we get x = 
^rxriV = ^Jxn(^rxnA^xn)'^(^nxr^nxr) '^Arj,^rb- We define the generalized in-
verse A~^ = A^^^[Arxn^xn) H^nxr^nxr)"^^nxr-
Actually, i f the algorithm with full Newton steps create a feasible pair (x, 5), 
in which the distance between the small and large variable is sufficiently large, 
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satisfies 
工 ^⑷ < , f ' ， 
4nou^ B 2 7T^  
where u := ||M||oo and 7r5 is the product of 2-norm of the nonzero column in 
MsB then we can obtain a solution ^ of (2.9) by Gaussian elimination in 0 ( | ^ * | ^ ) 
arithmetical operations where B* denotes the subset of B wi th nonzero column 
in MBB. Then this guarantees 
^B = XB — ^ > 0 , Sjv = SN — MNNXN — MNB^ > 0 . 
We illustrate the algorithm with ful l Newton steps by some linear optimization 
problems. 
2.8 Solving Some LP problems 
In this section, we first summarize the procedure of setting up the [SP), which 
satisfies the IPC, from a general L 0 problem: 
f 
min (?x 
{P) s.t. Ax > b 
X > 0 、 
where 
( \ 1 \ ( , \ 1 \ 
1^ ^1 Oi aii ai2 •.. ain 
^2 ^2 h a2i a22 • . . tt2n c = , X = , b= , A= . 
: : ： • • . • 
• • • ： ： •• : 
\ Cn ) \ ^n y \ bm J 乂 C^ml CLm2 . • . ^W j 
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We then construct the self-dual embedding: 
/ . \ T f \ 
•m y 
min 0„ X 
\ 0 / V ^ / 
卿 ( 0 ^ - ' ] ( y ] 卜 ） 
s.t. -A^ 0 c X > 0^ 
V bT -cT 0 ) \ K ) \ 0 ) 
, y > Om, X > 0„, K > 0 
/ 0 A — 6 � 
Let M = -A^ 0 c and r = e^+n+i — Me^+^+i • Then we can further 
、 b T —cT 0 y 
embed (5D1) into 
( n \ T ( \ Om y 
. On X mm 
0 K 
{SD2) \ n + 1 y \^  d j 
( M r \ ( n \ ( n \ 
iW r ^m+n+l 1 ^m+n+l 
S.t. + 卞 2 0 
V " ^ V V ^ / V “ 1 / 一 
� y > Om,工 > On, /^  > 0, l9 > 0 
which satisfies the IPC automatically. Now let 
( \ ( n \ 
y 0^ 
JJ ( M T \ X 0” 
M= ， z= , q= ， 
\ -r 0 j K 0 
W / U + V 
and solve 
f 
Mz^^ + q = sW 
< 
z^h^^ = fie 
< 
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for / i ^ 0 by applying the Newton steps sequentially in the following algorithm: 
A l g o r i t h m w i t h f u l l N e w t o n Step 
Declare e > 0, 
‘ “ o ， i ) , 
z := e, s :— e, fjL •= 1 
Do whi le nfj, > s 
// :二 (1 - 0)fi; 
Az = {S + ZM)-\fj.e-zsy, 
z = z + A2:; 
s = s + MAz; 
End 
Then the solution of (P) is given by the (m + 1产 to (n + m)," entries of the 
iterated z in the above algorithm. 
We now illustrate the algorithm with full Newton steps for some linear opti-
mization problems. 
1. A T ranspo r ta t i on p rob lem 
Let i denote the node which represent a cannery at San Diego for i = 1, at 
Seattle for i 二 2. Let j denote the node which represent the warehouses at 
New York for j = 1, at Chicago for j = 2, at San Francisco for j = 3. 
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N o d e i N o d e j 
y T ) 200 $4^^^^^^ 
3 5 � G ^ ^ ^ 
)xT ^^ ^^ ^^ >©300 
X ^ ^ < ^ ^ % Z , 2 
- G ^ C l ^ ^ V 
$4^""-^"""-^"^^^^ 400 
Let Xij denote the number of cases which are sent from node i to j. 
We have some restrictions on this optimal shipping problem. 
• The unit sending costs form node i to node j are showed on the edge 
connecting the corresponding nodes. 
• Each cannery sends no more cases than it produces. 
• Each warehouse can obtain as many cases as it can sell. 
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We can set up the following LP to minimize the tota l shipping cost: 
m i n z = 4.1xii + 3x i2 + x^ + 4x2i + 3 . 2 ¾ + 1 . 3 ¾ f 
x n + x12 + xis < 350 
x21 + x22 + x23 < 550 
』 ^11 + x21 > 200 
s.t. < 
0012 + x22 > 300 
^13 + x23 > 400 
、 X i j > 0 i = l,2, i - 1 , 2 , 3 . 
We then write i t in the form of (P), i.e. 
min c^x 
Ax > b, 
s.t. 
^>0, 
and further embed i t into {SD2) so that we can apply the algorithm wi th 
ful l Newton steps in section 2.8. 
The following table shows the number of iterations required, the errors 
in 2-norm and maximum norm for some given e. 
The optimal solution of the problem is x* = (0，0，350, 200, 300, 50), and 
the optimal cost is 2175. 
e number of iterations \\x - x*||2 ||x - x*\\oo 
lE-3 64 32.4811 19.1360 
lE-5 95 0.2939 0.1749 
lE-7 126 2.9E-3 1.7E-3 
lE-10 172 3.0E-6 1.8E-6 
For E： = 10_io, the numerical optimal solution of the problem is x 二 (0.0000, 
0.0000，350.0000, 200.0000, 300.0000，50.0000), and the optimal shipping 
cost is 2174.999998. 
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The following graph shows the convergence of the solution. The x-axis 
shows the number of iterations. When the number of iterations increase, 
each entry of the iterated solution x converge to the corresponding entry in 
the true solution x. 
A plot of the convergence of the iterated x 
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2. A b lend ing p r o b l e m 
The following table shows the percentage of lead, zinc and t in and also the 
cost of 9 different alloys. 
Alloy i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
lead 10 10 40 60 30 30 30 50 20 
Percentage of zinc 10 30 50 30 30 40 20 40 30 
t in 80 60 10 10 40 30 50 10 50 
Cost per lb. 4.1 4.3 5.8 6.0 7.6 7.5 7.3 6.9 7.3 
Let Xi be the quality of alloy i to be purchased. We want to set up a LP to 
find a combination of alloys in order to produce lOO/65 of an alloy which is 
30% lead, 30% zinc and 40% t in such that the cost is minimum. The LP is 
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as below: 
min z = A.lxi + 4.3x2 + b.Sx3 + 6x4 + 7.6x5 + 7.5xe + 7.3xj + 6.9a;8 + 7.3xg , 
^1 + X2 + X3 + X4 + X^ + X& + Xj + Xs + Xg = 100 
.lxi + .1X2 + -4X3 + .6x4 + .3X5 + .3xe + .3xj + .5xg + .2xg = 30 
s.t. 
.la:i + .3x2 + .5a;3 + -3iC4 + .3j;5 + Axe + .2xj + Axg + .3xg = 30 
、.8xi + .Qx2 + .lx3 + .lx4 + Axs + .3xe + .5xj + .lx^ + .bx^ = 40 
X i > 0 z = l , 2 ， . . . ,9. 
We then write i t in the form of (P)， i .e. 
min c^x 
X 
Ax > b, 
s.t. 
x>0, 
and further embed i t into {SD2) so that we can apply the algorithm wi th 
ful l Newton steps. 
The following table shows the number of iterations required, the errors 
in 2-norm and maximum norm for some given s. 
The optimal solution of the problem is x* 二 (0, 60,0,40, 0, 0, 0,0，0), and 
optimal cost is 498. 
e number of iterations ||x — x*||2 \\x — x*||oo 
lE-2 62 1.4033 1.0819 
lE-3 81 0.1400 0.1079 
lE-5 119 1.4E-3 l . lE -3 
lE-7 157 1.3E-5 l.OE-5 
For e = 10_7, the numerically found solution is x = (0.0000, 60.0000， 
0.0000，40.0000，0.0000, 0.0000，0.0000，0.0000, 0.0000)，and optimal cost is 
497.999979. 
Similar to example 1，the following graph shows the convergence of the 
solution. 
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3. M u l t i c o m m o d i t y T r a n s p o r t a t i o n M o d e l 
Plant Distr ibut ion 
node i node j Center 
(Los 700 @^^^^^^^^^^ ^ / @ 700 
一“^^：：一 
500 @ C ^ < ( ^ ^ < ^ / ^ ^ > ( ¾ ) 600 
(Detroit) 600 ( ^ 2 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
400 @ < ^ ^ ? ^ 7 ^ ^ i \ J ^ ^ ^ > @ 600 
(New • @ ^ ^ ^ 7 " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ <； ^麵 200 ( M - ) 
0 - n s ) - ( ^ f ^ ^ ^ 100 
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The train transportation cost per car between the plant and distr ibut ion 
center is: 
Distr ibut ion center 
Denver Miami 
Los Angeles 80 215 
Plant Detroit 100 108 
New Orleans 102 68 
To minimize the transportation cost, we set up the following LP: 
min z = 80(a;i3 + X24) + 215{xu + ^ ) + lOO(x31 + x42 + X54) 
+ lO8(X35 + X46 + X5s) + 102(X61 + X72) + 68(:T65 + Xje) f 
工13 + ^17 < 700 ^31 + X61 > 700 
^24 + 工28 < 3 0 0 X42 + X71 > 5 0 0 
^31 + a:35 < 500 Xi3 > 500 
, 工42 + ^46 < 6 0 0 ^24 + 0；54 > 6 0 0 
s.i. < 
^54 + 工58 < 4 0 0 X35 + 抑5 > 6 0 0 
工61 + a^65 < 8 0 0 X46 + X76 > 5 0 0 
工72 + X76 < 400 Xi7 > 200 
� X28 + 工58 > 100 
Xij > 0 
We then write i t in the form of (F) and further embed i t into (SB2) so 
that we can apply the algorithm wi th ful l Newton steps. 
The optimal solution is x* = (500, 200, 300, 0, 500, 0，500, 100, 300, 
100，200，600，0, 400)，the optimal cost is 347000. 
The following table shows the number of iterations required, the errors 
in 2-norm and maximum norm for some given s. 
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s number of iterations \\x — x*||2 \\x — a;*||oo 
lE-3 110 10.7786 5.2132 
lE-5 159 0.1081 5.2E-2 
lE-7 208 l . lE -3 5.2E-4 
lE-10 282 1.02E-6 4.9E-7 
For e = 10-i〜 the numerical found solution is x = (500.0000, 200.0000, 
300.0000, 0.0000, 500.0000, 0.0000, 500.0000, 100.0000, 300.0000, 100.0000, 
200.0000, 600.0000, 0.0000, 400.0000)，the optimal cost is 346999.999719. 
The following graph shows the convergence of the solution. 
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2.9 Remarks 
We can summarize the results of the three illustrated LP problems in the following 
table. 
Example Size ofA n e Number of iterations \\x - x*||2 
1 ^ x 6 6 lE-10 172 3.0E-6 
2 ^ x 9 9 lE-7 157 1.3E-5 
3 ^i5xi4 14 lE-10 282 1.02E-6 
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We observe from the table that although the number of variables n in problem 
3 is more than twice of that in problem 1，the number of iterations in problem 3 
is less than twice of that in problem 1. That is to say the number of iterations 
is not proport ional to the number of variables. However, this does not mean we 
have gained something here. The cost of calculating A z increases very fast w i th 
the increasing of the number of variables n. 
When we apply the algorithm wi th ful l Newton steps to any LP problem, 
we prefer to set e = lE-10 . By this choice, the algorithm wi l l give a numerical 
solution w i th ||rr - x*||2 < l E - 5 in general. By observing the graphs, although 
in i t ia l ly the numerical solution converges not so good, the iteration becomes very 
stable afterwards. The reason of this unstabil i ty can be explained by starting the 
algorithm wi th all one vector. 
We also remark here that we have no restriction on the application of the 
algorithm wi th ful l Newton steps to any LP. The first example show that LP 
w i th equality constraints can also be solved by rewrit ing into the form (P). 




In this chapter, we consider the interior point methods for solving the convex 
optimization problem. 
3.1 Introduction 
3.1.1 Convex Optimization Problem 
The CO problem to be discussed is a problem of the following type 
, � I max fo(v) 
(CT) 明 
s.t. f i { y ) < 0, i = l , 2 , . . . , n . 
V 
where -fo{y) and fi{y), 1 < i < n are convex functions and y e R ^ . The feasible 
set of (CP) is denoted by PF, and the interior of this set by PF^. The dual 
problem of (CP) formulated by Wolfe [10] is given by 
f 
minx,y U { y ) - Y T i = i ^ i f i { y ) 
( c ^ s.t. E t i ^ i V f i { y ) = v f o { y ) , 
X i > 0 , i = 1 , 2 ， . . .， n . 
V 
We denote the feasible set of {CD) by DF and the interior of DF by DF�. 
In our analysis, we need the following assumptions: 
53 
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• ~fo{y) and fi{y), 1 < i < n are twice continuously differentiable. 
• PF^ is a nonempty bounded set. 
The next two theorem give some relations between the prime and dual problems. 
First we prove that the primal objective function value is always bounded by the 
dual objective function value. 




Proo f : Since -fo{y) and fi(y), 1 < i < n are convex functions, we have 
-h{y) < -fo{y) - {y-yfvfo{y), 
My) < My) + {y-y)^vfi{y), i = i,2,...,n. 
By using these inequalities and the feasibility of solutions, we find 
n 
-My) + J^iMy) < hM^ — (y — #vMy)] 
i=l 
n n _ 
+ Y l ^ i f i { y ) + Y l x i { y - yf V f i { y ) 





the result follows. • 
Theo rem 3.1.2 IfPF�is nonempty, then (CD) has an optimal solution and 
the optimal values of (CP) and (CD) are equal 
Proof : We wil l give the proof in section 3.2.1. • 
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3.1.2 Idea of Interior Point Method 
We wi l l give two interior point methods to solve {CP) later. We now introduce 
the idea of the two interior point methods. These two methods solve a sequence 
of functions (say {(?5>n(2/)}n=i’2r.) approximately. Each ^n{y) are associated wi th 
{CP). They involve the logarithm function to prevent the iterates from going 
outside the feasible set PF as n increase. On the other hand, the primal objective 
function fo{y) is minimized since its role becomes important in the sequence of 
functions as n increase . These two properties are the main reason that the two 
algorithm work well for solving {CP). 
In next section, we wi l l give the first algorithm which solves (CT) by a se-
quence of unconstrained minimizations. 
3.2 Logarithmic Barrier Method 
3.2.1 Basic Concepts and Properties 
The logarithmic harrier function (see [24], [25]) associated with (CP) is defined 
by 
d>(y,^) = - l M _ j 2 H - M y ) ) - (3.1) 
^ i=i 
In the later proposed Logarithm Barrier Algorithm, we minimize a sequence of 
barrier function ^[y, //) approximately for decreasing / i from 00 to 0. We observe 
from the definition of 4>�y, jj) that the singularity of the algorithm at zero wil l 
prevent the iterates from going outside the feasible set PF. On the other hand, 
the primal objective function fo{y) is minimized since its role becomes important 
in (j){y, jLL) as “ decreasing from 00 to 0. Therefore, the algorithm seems to work 
well for solving (C^P). We wil l give the proof later (see Theorem 3.1.2). 
Before stating the algorithm, we introduce some terminology and useful defi-
nitions. The first and second order derivatives of 4>[y, j j) are given by 
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” ( " ， " ) : 二 編 = - ， | 纖 ， 
• H[y,,) := vV ( . , M) = - ^ ^ + ± f ^ + V A ( " , ) 7 j ( " n . 
M f ^ L -fi{y) fi{yY . 
We wi l l write H = H{y, //) and g = g{y, jj) when there is no confusion caused. 
We wi l l need to measure the distance between any two points, to do so, we 
define a norm as follows: 
\z\\H = Vz^Hz 
where H := H{y, " )• We observe that H{y, /i) is only positive semidefinite due to 
the convexities of -fo{y) and fi(y), i = 1, 2,. •. , n, so ||. ||// cannot define a norm 
in general. However, we wil l prove in lemma 3.2.2 that H{y, /j.) is positive definite 
on PF�if (CP) satisfies the so-called self-concordance condition. Therefore in 
such case || • ||// defines a norm. 
For each jjL, the minimizer y{fj) of ^{y,^j) is called the ^-center. I t is de-
fined uniquely because 4>�y, fi) is strictly convex in PF�and go to infinity on the 
boundary of PF. The fact that ^{y, /i) is strictly convex wi l l be proved in lemma 
3.2.2 by adding one more assumption on 0 (y , " ) . 
We have 
T h e o r e m 3.2.1 The necessary and sufficient Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) con-
ditions for y{|j) to be a minimizer of <j){y, /i) are as follows: 
f i { y ) < 0, :r > 0， 1 < i < n 
n 
Y,^iVfi{y) 二 V/o(y) , (3.2) 
i=l 
-fi{y)xi = "， 1 < i < n. 
Proof : We first show the necessary KKT conditions. For a given |j, > 0，let 
y{fJ') be the minimizer of ^{y, f i ) . By the first-order necessary conditions for 
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unconstrained minimization (cf.[l]), 
•(^(2/(")，"）二 0. 
That implies 
• 動 ) ) = § 7 ^ 7 / 纖 
Z—丄 
—M 
Let Xi = ^ ( “ ⑷ ） ， 1 < i < n. By the feasibility of y(fj), each Xi > 0, and so we 
have proved the necessary KKT conditions. 
We now prove the sufficient KKT conditions. Substituting the KKT condi-
tions into the gradient of 4>{y^  fi), we get 
偏 — _ — ^ ^ 1 々 纖 = 0 . 
%—丄 
In addition, since S/^^{y, j j ) is positive definite, we always have z^sj^cj){y, j j ) z > 0, 
for all nonzero z 6 H ^ . Combining with (3.2), the second-order sufficiency con-
ditions for unconstrained minimization (cf.[l]) are satisfied, i.e. y is a minimizer 
of (j>{y.ij)- 口 
Now we introduce some terminology which are needed in the later analysis. 
• We define the primal central path as {^(yu) : jjt > 0}. 
• We also define the dual central path as {(rr(/i), y{^j)) : jj, > 0} where x(/ i) 
is defined in the KKT conditions. From the definition of x{|j), (a;(yu),2/(")) 
is dual feasible. 
We now prove Theorem 3.1.2 which gives us more information on the relation 
between (CP) and {CD). 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 3.1.2: {CP) has optimal solutions since PF^ is nonempty. 
From [1], we know that x(fj,) and y { f i ) are continuously differentiable. Hence, 
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{x{fj),y{fjL)) converges to some point {x*,y*) as “ — 0. Since the duality gap: 
n n 
fo{y{fi)) -^x,(/.)/,(?/(/.)) - My{fi)) 二 _YM^"�fi議 
i=l i=l 
= n f j L ^ 0 as fi ~)> 0, 
the second-order sufficient conditions (cf.[l]) holds. Then y* is an optimal solution 
of (CP). As their duality gap is zero, by theorem 3.1.1, {x*,y*) is an optimal 
solution of {CD) and its optimal value is equal to the primal optimal value. • 
Now we prove the monotonicity of the primal and dual objectives along the 
central path under the following weak assumptions: 
• -fo{y) and fi{y), 1 < i < n are continuously differentiable. 
• PF^ is a nonempty bounded set. 
Before stating the theorem, we introduce the logarithmic barrier function for 
{CD) up to a constant: 
r / \ 1 n n 
M x , y, f i ) = - • + - ^ X i f i { y ) + J2 l n & . + n{l - l n " ) . 
^ ^ i=i i=i 
We also need the following lemma in proving the theorem: 
L e m m a 3.2.1 Ify G PF and {x, y) E DF, then 0(y, fji) > (^rf(x,?/,yu). Moreover, 
4>[y[0,fj) =0d(:r("),2/(yLt),"). 
Proo f : Since -fo{y) and fi{y), i = l , 2 , - - - ,n, are convex and y e PF and 
(x, y) G DF, we know that 
n 
- M y ) ^ J 2 x J , { y ) > - f o { y ) - v f o { y f { y - y ) 
i=l 
n n 
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Using this inequality, we get 
mf^)-M^.y.f^) = [ - ^ - E i n ( - / , ( ^ ) ) l + [ ^ 
. “ i=i J L M 
1 n n ‘ 
一 — ^ ^ i f i ( y ) " X ^ l n X i - n ( l - l n " ) 
^ i=l i=l _ 
1 n n 
> — z X ] r J i ( ^ ) - Z l l n ( — r r i / i ( ^ ) - n ( l - l n " ) . 
^ i=l i=l 
Now considering the right hand side of this inequality, we observe that i t is 
convex in rr[ We then take its derivatives wi th respect to Xi and get Xi = ^ 
f i ( y ) 
Therefore such Xi wi l l minimize the right hand side of this inequality wi th optimal 
value 0. Thus the inequality becomes 
¢(^, M) — Moc,y , f j ) > 0. 
The equality holds if and only i f all the inequalities become equalities, or equiv-
alently y = y = y{|j) and x — x(/i). • 
The monotonicity of the primal and dual objective along the central path is given 
by the next theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3.2.2 The objective function /o (y ( " ) ) of the primal problem (CP) is 





is monotonically decreasing if fj, decreases, where x{^) and y{fi) are defined by 
the KKT conditions in the system of equations (3.2). 
Proo f : Let /^i < /i2. Since y [ i j ) minimizes (j>{y, //), we have 
(^(2/("i),/i i) < (^ (1/(yU2),M1) 
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and 
<K^/("2),"2) < 0(Z/(" l) ,"2). 
By adding these two inequalities and using the definition of cj){y,^), we get 
树2/("1)，/^1) + MfJah /^2) < 0(" ( "2) , /^l) + 树2/("1)，"2)， 
or 
/0("("1)) /o(y("2)) . /ofa("2)) /0("("1)) ^ • 
A^1 1^2 fH fi2 
I t implies 
o < ( + - + ) L foO/ ( " i ) ) - /oO/ ( "2) ) ] . V/^ 1 /^ 2/ 
Since / i i < /i2, the first part of the theorem follows. 
We now prove the second part of the lemma using the similar argument. By 
lemma 3.2.1，we know that {x{fi),y{fj,)) maximizes ^d{x,y , f j ) . Suppose "1 < fi2, 
we have 
M ^ i ^ l ) ^ "("1)，"1) > M0cijP2), " ( "2) , "1), 
^d(r("2) , y(M2), A^ 2) > 0d (Z ( " l ) , 2/("l) , "2) . 
Adding the two inequalities gives 
G{|^i) G{fi2) ^ G ( " 2 ) G ( " i )  — 
AH fJ^2 _ Ml fJ'2 
J (yl|2)) 1 ^ 
where G{/j,) = ^^Xi{fi)fi{y{/j,)). Rearranging the terms gives 
^ ^ i=i 
(G(M2) - G(Mi)) ( - - - ) > 0. 
\Mi 1^2) 
Since // i < |j,2, i t proves the second part of the theorem. • 
Now we introduce a general Logarithmic Barrier Algorithm which gives an ap-
proximated solution y of {CP) such that /0(¾/*) — fo{y) < e. 
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L o g a r i t h m i c B a r r i e r A l g o r i t h m 
Declear 
e > 0 i s the accuracy parameter; 
r > 0 i s the p rox im i t y parameter; 
0 e (0，1) i s the reduc t ion parameter; 
fjLo > 0 i s the i n i t i a l b a r r i e r value ； 
yo i s a g iven i n t e r i o r f e a s i b l e po in t such t h a t 
W/,/^0)|k(yO,^) < r. 
y •= yo, 1^ -= /io 
Do whi le fj, > 告 
Reduce " ; 
Do wh i le ||p||i/ > r 
Calcu la te the search d i r e c t i o n p; 
« := arg mma>o{^{y + ap, jj) : y + ap G PF。}; 
y '= y + OLp] 
End 
End 
There are some variations of the above algorithm. 
Our choice 
Minimizing method for cj){y,") Newton direction p = -H~^g 
Stopping criterion WpWn < r < 1 
Updating scheme of “ jjL is reduced by a constant 
In our choice, p is associated with H{y,") and g{y,") and we wil l write p instead 
of p{y, fi) i f there is no confusion. Clearly, ||p||n 二 0 i f and only i f y = y ( " ) . 
I f \\p\\H 二 0 then 0 二 p = -H~^g. The definition of Newton direction p is 
well-defined because H is positive definite i f ^{y, fj,) satisfies the self-concordance 
condition and so its inverse always exists. This gives \/^{y, ^ i) = g = —Hp 二 0. 
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Combining with the fact that H = V^^{y, |n) is positive definite, the sufficient 
conditions for an unconstrained minimum is satisfied, thus y is a minimizer of 
^ [y , " ) • However * y , j j ) has a unique minimizer y ( j j ) , so we know y = y { j j ) . I t is 
simpler for the converse part. I f y = y(/j^), then by the necessary condition for an 
unconstrained minimum, we have g = SJ^{y, f i ) = 0. Therefore by the definition 
of p, p = 0 and hence \\p\\H = 0. 
For finding an init ial interior feasible point, we need an initialization algorithm 
which wi l l be presented later. 
The performance of this algorithm depends on two factors, the performance of 
the Newton method and the reduction rate of "• We need an extra assumption, 
which is suggested in next section, on ^ { y , " ) in our analysis. 
3.2.2 Ac-Self-Concordance Condition 
To deal with the first problem, i.e. the performance of the Newton's method, 
we further assume an additional smoothness condition on ^{y , f i ) , namely the 
self-concordance condition, which is defined as follows: 
• A function cp : PF^ — M is called K,-self-concordant on PFO, with K > 0，if 
^ e C^{PF^) and for all y e PF^ and h G JR^ i t satisfies the condition 
I V ' ^{y)[h, h, h]\ < MhT ^2 w(w/^)f, (3.3) 
where S7^(p{y)[h, h, h] denotes the third differential of (p at y and h. 
The exponent | ensures the independence of the norm of h. Clearly, linear and 
convex quadratic functions are 0-self-concordant. This condition gives us some 
information on the shape of the function (p because the third differential of ip is 
small relative to the second differential of ^ . We can imagine that large K implies 
that the third differential of ^ may be large. So (p cannot be well approximated 
by a quadratic function and the Newton's method wil l not perform very well. 
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I t is clear that i f (p is |-self-concordant, then 4cp is 1-self-concordant. In 
.9], this self-concordance condition is replaced by something like requiring the 
supremum 
l v 3 y p ^ M , " ] | 
oup — 
yePFO, /iem.^  {h^ V^ ^(v)h)^ 
to be finite. We wi l l not use this definition here but we wi l l assume that K > 1 
in our analysis without loss of generality. 
In general, i t is difficult to check whether a logarithmic barrier function is self-
concordant. But in [6], we can find many problems which can be reformulated 
such that the new logarithmic barrier function is self concordant, and in [5 
the logarithmic barrier function for some classes of problems satisfy the self-
concordance condition. 
In our analysis, we wi l l assume the logarithmic barrier function for {CP) to 
be /c-self-concordant. In [3], such function which is self-concordant and goes to 
infinity as y approaches the boundary of PF�is called strong self-concordant. 
We show in the next lemma that the boundedness of PF and the self-
concordance of ^{y, jji) implies that 4>{y, fi) is strictly convex. 
L e m m a 3.2.2 IfPF�is bounded and ^{y, fj,) is self-concordance for each fjL > 0 
then ^{y, /j,) is strictly convex. 
Proo f : Recall that 
舞 , " ) = - ^ ^ + E [ ^ + 测 ： 严 入 ( 3 4 ) 
M j ^ L - f i { y ) f i { y f J ) 
is positive semidefinite. Now suppose that \ / ^^ {y , i j ) is not positive definite. 
Then there exist h + 0 such that \{F 寸 4>{y, fj,)h 二 0. From (3.4), we get 
h^ V ^ f i { y ) h = 0, 
V f i { y f h = 0, V z - l , . . - , n . 
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On the other hand, since ^( j j , |d) is self-concordance, i t satisfies 
I v ' Hy,")M,d,d]\ < 2K{d^ v ' •{y,")cO. = 0， 
for all d G M" . Then this implies cF 寸 ^{y + d)d = 0. Therefore, for all d e H〜 
we have 
dFv^fi[y + d)d 二 0, 
V f i { y + d Y d = 0, V i = l，...，n. 
Considering the Taylor expansion of fi{y + th) for each i 二 1,. • • , n, 
fi{y + th) = fi{y) + t V h[yfh + t;hT v ' fi{y + sh)h 
where s G (0, t). This gives, 
f i { y + th) = My) + ^ { s h ) ^ v' My + sh){sh)=細 
which contradicts to the boundedness of PF^ by letting t ^ oo. This completes 
the proof by applying lemma 1.3.2 to the positive definite matrix y^4>{y, ^0. 口 
3.2.3 Short-step Logarithmic Barrier Algorithm 
Before stating the Short-step Logarithmic Barrier Algorithm, we state some the-
oretical results about the Logarithmic Barrier Algorithm in [7]. The first result is 
that the difference of the barrier function value of the approximately centered it-
erate and the exact yu-center is bounded. The following lemma gives a convergent 
result of the Newton's method for the target y{^i). 
L e m m a 3.2.3 Ify G PF�and \\p\\H < ^ then y+ := y+p e PF�and 
_ +， " )丨丨聊〜 -二 | |丑 )萬 . 
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Proo f : One can show that the following inequalities hold for some t e [0，1] wi th 
arbitrary v G ffT (cf. [7]) 
(1 -力/^ ||4好)1丨叫1丑 < M n i y + t d ) < Z ~ ~ / , |M|ff. (3.5) 
丄 _ tn a H 
I f \\p\\H < ^, then H{y + tp) is bounded for all 0 < t < 1 and so is ^{y + tp,"). 
Thus y + p e PF^ as ^ goes to infinity on the boundary of PF, see the details 
in [7]. • 
In order to have the convergence of the Newton's method, the Newton direction 
has to satisfy M n < ^ . If \\p\\H < ^ then 丨|”0/+，")||物+，^  < HWIl. 
L e m m a 3.2.4 If \\p\\H < 7^； then 
OK, 
树仏")-聽)，")< ^ “ 'f' ^、2. 
1 — (i^ l|p||i/) 
Proof : See [7] • 
The following lemma shows the difference in the objective value at y and y{jj) in 
[CP) is bounded (cf. [7]): 
L e m m a 3.2.5 If \\p\\H < —； then 
3K 
lfo{y) - / o _ ) l < 1 " f " " ; + " K v ^ < ( 1 + ^ ) 滅 
1 — \^ P H 1 — f^ P H V 9^/ K 
Furthermore, one can also prove that the total number of Newton iterations in 
Logarithmic Barrier Algorithm is at most 
� 22 / 2 5 厂 、 2 2 ] 1 4n"o 
. I T 3 ^ 卜 、 + — ) + 滋 卜 子 
to give an —optimal solution {fo(y*) — fo{y) < s) (cf. [7]). 
We next give some terminology for different step lengths with the order of Newton 
iterations: 
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• A step length is called 
Term Value of 6 # of Newton iterations 
long-step 0 < 6 < 1 0 {K^n ln » ) 
medium-step 0 = ^ , v > 0 0 (K^^/n\n ^ ) 
short-step 6 = - ^ , - is small 0 U^\n 墮) 
Acyn K \ ^ , 
The term ‘ small ^ • means that only one unit Newton step is required in inner 
loop such that the iterate is close to the new "-center after the reduction of barrier 
value |JL. 
The following theorem provides a 0 with this property (cf. [7]): 
T h e o r e m 3.2.3 If\\p\\H < 丄，then 
3^ 
||P(2/+,"+)||^(y+,/x+) < ^ 
where y+ :二 y + p and /i+ := (1 - 0)fi with 0 =——?~p：. 
30^cyn 
From this theorem, we know that the new iterate y+ is keeping close to the 
new /x+-center y{^i^) (in || •丨丨物+,…）and then the Newton's method converges 
quadratically with constant at most |/c. The following algorithm gives an s-
optimal solution. 
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Shor t -s tep L o g a r i t h m i c B a r r i e r A l g o r i t h m 
Declear 
s > 0 i s the accuracy parameter; 
丁 =去 i s the p r o x i m i t y parameter; 
0 = 30^^ i s the reduc t i on parameter; 
A^o > 0 i s the i n i t i a l b a r r i e r value ； 
Vo i s a g iven i n t e r i o r f e a s i b l e po in t such t h a t 
|p(2A"0)||^yVo) < r . 
y •= yo, fj' := Mo 
Do wh i le |j, > 念 
/i = (1 一 0 ) ^ -
P= -H-^9', 
y :=2/ + p; 
End 
In the next section, we present an initialization algorithm which can generate 
an interior feasible point y^ that satisfies the input assumption of the Short-step 
Logarithmic Barrier Algorithm. 
3.2.4 Initialization Algorithm 




Wi th this yo, we can choose /^ o < oo large enough so that y。is close to the 
"o-center, 
y{fj,o) = argmin 九 (… - V l n ( - / , ( y ) ) • 
_ "0 i=l _ 
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To do so, we introduce some notation: 
9i{y.v) = / i (2/)-77[/ i (0) + l ] , 1 < i < n, 
n 
Pn+l("，"）= - ^ V f i { y f 2/-“， 
i=l y=Q 
and 
Hv,^) = {y I 9n^i{y, y) < 0, gi{y, v) < 0, 1 < i < n}, 
n 
My,rj,0 = - H-9n+i{y,i^)) - J2H-9i{y, v)), 
i=i 
where ^(y,?],iy) is defined on the interior of I ( r j , i / ) . The idea of this algorithm 
is to find a sequence of approximated minimizers of ^ {y , r j , p). Since I ( r j , i / ) ~> 
/(0，oo) = PF as r] ^ 0 and u — oo, we may find the approximation of y. 
We now show that / (1 ,1) is nonempty, and 0 is the minimizer of ^ { y , 1,1). I f 
PF is bounded, so is I(jj, ")，V" G lR, v < oo. The fact that 0 6 7(1,1) follows 
from 
认(0,1) = - 1 , V 1 < i < n, 
" , + i ( 0 , l ) = - 1 . 
On the other hand, we have 
• 秦 1 ) 1 " = - v " ( i : ( " , i ) ) - ± v " ( - y ( y ) 
“ -Pn+i(2/,l) F0 ^ -9i{v^) � 
^ | 一 丄 双 二 0 
= - E v / . ( y ) - E ^ ^ 
i=l y=Q i=l y=0 
= 0 . 
Since ^(y,r j , iy) is a convex function and the corresponding feasible set is a con-
vex set, the minimizer is unique. Therefore 0 is the minimizer of ^ ( y , rjo, z^o)= 
^ ( y , 1,1). We use the minimizer 0 of ^ ( y , 1,1) as a starting point in the following 
initialization algorithm. 
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I n i t i a l i z a t i o n A l g o r i t h m 
For ( i ) T]j = 1，•. • (decreasing to 0) 
( i i ) Uk = 1，• •. (increasing integer to oo) 
P = -H-^9', 
y 二 y + P; 
I f ||p||^ < T then break 
End 
Choose la rge enough " • < oo such t ha t ||p(y，"o)||iy(y，"o) < 丁 
For particular y, r j j , Vk, 
^ = •,屯0/,"力",）=—•“-”(仏？—亡^“-产？)) 
-9n+i[y:i^k) ^ -9i{y.Vj) 
= b • vfi{y) 
— b T y + i^k hai(y,rjj), 
H = w'^(v n- u,) - ^~bbT ^ r v ' f i { y ) v M y ) v f i { y f ] 
•" ('，"•"〜- i P T p k Y ^ U ( l / , , , ) " 如 ) 2 .' 
n 
where a4v, r]j) = fi{y) — rjjlfi{0) + 1] and b = ^ Vfi{y) • 
i=l y-Q 
In the above algorithm, by a suitable choice of r]j and Vk such that rjj ~> 0 and 
J^k — oo slow enough, we can find the approximated minimizer of ^ { y , r]j, Uk) by 
one Newton step in each iteration. The iteration is terminated i f y is close enough 
to y. Then we take yo = y and a large enough number fiQ < oo is chosen such 
that yo is close enough to the "o_center. Using this algorithm, the initialization 
requirement in the Short-step Logarithmic Barrier Algorithm is satisfied. 
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3.3 Center Method 
3.3.1 Basic Concepts and Properties 
In this section, we wi l l introduce another method for solving (CT) called the 
center method (see [3], [19], [21], [22]). We first define the distance function 
associated wi th (CT) 
n 
*y, ^ = -QHfo{y) — z) -J2ln{-fi{y)), (3.6) 
i=l 
where z is a lower bound for the optimal value z* and q is a given positive integer. 
We assume that 
• -fo{y) and fi{y), 1 < i < n are twice continuously differentiable. 
• PF^ is a nonempty bounded set. 
• i^{y, z) is /^-self-concordant 
The necessary and sufficient KKT conditions for y{z) to be a minimizer of ¢{^, z) 
is the same as (3.2) wi th fj. 二 A M z i f ， j ^ 
Q 
fi{y) < 0, X > 0, 1 < i < n, 
n 
X ] ^ i V / z ( 2 / ) = V/o(l /) , 
i=l 
- M y > i = ^ ^ ^ ， 1 < z < n. 
Q 
The proof is the same as the one of theorem 3.2.1 by letting | j , =九 ( " ) — ^ 
Q 
By letting -fi{y) = U{y) - z, n + 1 < i < n + q, we can rewrite ^jj{y, z) as 
n+q 
^{y.z) = -Y,H-u{y)). 
i=l 
We present some terminology before stating the algorithm. 
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• The bounded convex set F^ is defined by 
Fz = {y ： f i { y ) < 0, l<i<n^q}. 
This set is bounded because F^ C PF and PF^ is assumed to be bounded. 
The interior of F^ is denoted by F^. 
Since ^{y, z) is /^-self-concordant, 2p{y, z) is strictly convex in F^. Therefore y{z) 
is the unique minimizer of i|j[y, z). 




I t is clear that y{z) is the analytic center of F^ because y{z) minimizes i>{y,z) 
and so it maximizes 
n+q 
e—^ = n ( - / _ . 
i=l 
Since F^ is a bounded convex set, the analytic center of F^ is defined uniquely by 
y{z). 
Thus the necessary and sufficient KKT conditions for (3.7) is 
f i { y ) < 0, Xi > 0, 1 < i < n ^ q 
n+q 
X ! ^ V / i ( 2 / ) = 0, (3.8) 
i=l 
-fi{y)xi = 1, 1 < i < n + q, 
which is equivalent to the necessary and sufficient KKT conditions for (3.6). 
In the center algorithm, we need the first and second order derivatives of 
*y,z). 
• g{y,z) := s M y , z ) J ^ ^ ^ . 
t t - 細 
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• 丑 ( 仏 . ) : = v V ( . , . ) = E [ ^ + v / . f a ) v / . f a ) n 
t ^ L - M y ) f i W . 
By the self-concordant property of ^{y,z), i){y,z) is strictly convex in F ,^ and 
so we use the following norm again to measure the distance between two points: 
|叫|丑 二 Vv^Hv. 
We observe that ^{y, z) is in fact the logarithmic barrier function for the problem 
max{0 : y G F J . (3.9) 
In order to analyze the center algorithm, we introduce the dual problem of (3.9). 
‘ n+q n+q � 
minj - ^^if i {y) : ^XiS7fi{y) = 0, x > 0 
. i=l i=l , 
The logarithmic barrier function associated with this dual problem is given by 
n+g n+q 
M^, y, z) = ^ X i f i { y ) + ^ l n Xi + ( n + q) 
i=l i=l 
up to a constant. By a similar argument as used in the logarithmic barrier 
algorithm, the minimizer of ^d{x,y ,z) must satisfy the necessary and sufficient 
KKT conditions (3.8). Thus {x{z),y{z)) is the unique maximizer of ^d{x,y,z). 
The following theorem proves the monotonicity of the primal and dual objec-
tives along the analytic center. 
T h e o r e m 3.3.1 The primal objective fo{y{z)) is monotonically increasing, the 
dual objective fo{y{z)) - T,^=iXi{z)fi{y{z)) and fo{y(z)) - z are monotonically 
decreasing when z increases. 
Proof : For 乏 > z, we have 
^|;d{Hz),y{z),z) > ^d{x{z),y{z),z) 
and 
MH^).y{^),z) > ^d{x{z),y{z),z) 
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since (x{z),y{z)) maximizes ipd{x,y,z) and {x{z),y{z)) maximizes ^d{x,y,z). 
By adding these two inequalities, we get 
q[zXn+l{z) + ZXn+l{z)] > q[zXn+l[z) + ZXn+i{z)], 
which is equivalent to 
{Z — z){Xn+i{z) - Xn+l(z)) > 0. 
This implies 
Xn^l{z) < Xn+l{z). 
Meanwhile, from the KKT conditions, we have Xn+i{z) = ~ \ and a 
_ fo{y{z)) - z 
similar expression for Xn+i{z). Therefore, fo{y{z))-z is monotonically decreasing 
if z increases. Finally, by letting |j,=似“⑷)~"- and similarly for fi, we know 
“ > fL. Thus from theorem 3.2.2 it follows that fo(y{z)) - Ez=i ^i{z)fi{y{z)) is 
monotonically decreasing and U{y{z)) is monotonically increasing iiz increases. 
• 
Now we introduce a general Center Algorithm which can give an ^-optimal solu-
tion. 
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Center Algorithm 
Declear 
e > 0 i s the accuracy parameter; 
T > 0 i s the p rox im i t y parameter; 
0 e (0,1) i s the updat ing f a c t o r ; 
z^ < fo(yO) i s a lower bound f o r the opt imal value； 
yo i s a g iven i n t e r i o r f e a s i b l e po in t such t ha t 
|P("0,Z0)||^ (yO,_^ o) < T. 
y •= yo, z ：= zo, A = 4 (1 + ’ ) 
Do whi le fo{y) - z > f 
Enlarge z 
Do whi le \\p\\H > 丁 
Calcu la te p; 
a := argminc,>o{v^(?/ + o:p, ^) ： y + ap G F J ; 
y •= y + <5:p; 
End 
End 
Since 0 < 0 < 1, we have z < z + 6>(/o(^) - z) < /o(") < ^*. The aim of this 
algorithm is to find a sequence z^ < Zk+i 个 2：* and approximation yk G F^ for the 
analytic center y{zk) of F^. 
In [7], an upper bound for the gap [z* - z) was given, and also the difference 
0(y,z) — ^{y{z),z) and the difference {fo{y{z)) - z). 
L e m m a 3.3.1 We have 
z*-z<{l^^){My{z))-z). 
L e m m a 3.3.2 If | pWn < —, then 
3K 
*y,^)—嚇~1 z) < ~ ~ ' f ' ”、2. 
1 - ( |^ IWI / f ) 
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L e m m a 3 . 3 . 3 If\\p\\H •= \\p{y,z)\\H < ^ and q > - , t h e n 
OK, K, 
fo{y{z)) - z < ( 1 + ^ " 9 * ) ( / 0 ( 2 / ) - . ) . 
V q 1 - |^lblk/ 
The upper bound for the total number of the Newton iterations in order to give 
an ^-optimal solution is given by 
8 叫 ) ( * + - 估 + 為 ) - ^ ^ ^ ^ . 
The following table concludes the order of Newton iterations for providing an 
s-optimal solution with different step sizes. 
Term Value of 9 # of Newton iterations 
long-step 0 < 0 < 1 0 ( / t ^ ln ^ ^ ) 
medium-step 6 = - ^ , u > 0 0 f/^^v^ln ^^^1 
Vn V V ^ 
short-step 6 = ~^^, ^ is small 0 (/^y^ln ^^^) 
We have the following theorem for short-step algorithm. 
Theo rem 3.3.2 If ||p|L < —； then 
3K 
b("+，A^ +)lk(y+，/x+) < ^ . 
where y+ := y + p and 2:+ := z + 6>(/o(?/) - z) with 0 = ~"-~• 
22Ky/q 
From this theorem for short-step, we know that the iterate y+ is keeping close to 
the new analytic-center y{z+) (in || • ||丑(紋+，_^+)) after one Newton iteration. We 
then give a Short-step Center Algorithm in the next section. 
3.3.2 Short-step Center Algorithm 
The following is a short-step center algorithm. 
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Short-step Center Algorithm 
Declear 
6 > 0 i s the accuracy parameter; 
T = 去 i s the p rox im i t y parameter; 
9 = 22K^ i s the updat ing f a c t o r ; 
z^ < /o(2/0) i s a lower bound f o r the opt imal value； 
Vo i s a g iven i n t e r i o r f e a s i b l e po in t such t ha t 
b (2A^ ) l k ( yVo ) < T. 
y '= yo, z := zo, 
Do whi le f Q { y ) - z > j ^ 
z:=z^O{fo(y)-z) 
P= - H _ i g . , 
y '= y + p 
End 
In the next section, we present an initialization algorithm which can gen-
erate the interior feasible point y^ so that we can apply the Short-step Center 
Algorithm. 
3.3.3 Initialization Algorithm 
The following algorithm can generate an init ial guess yo, an approximated analytic 
center y of PF, that is yo is an approximation of 
n 
j^  = a rgmaxJJ( - / i (2 / ) ) . 
i=i 
Then we can choose Zo > —00 small enough such that yo is close to the analytic 
center y{zo) of F:。. For this purpose, we introduce 
9i{y,v) = fi{y)-v[fi{0)^l], 1 < i < n, 
n 
ffn+i(y,") = - ^ v f i ( y f y —仏 
Z=1 y-Q 
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Also let 
n”, ") = {y I 9n+i(y, y) < 0，9i{y, v) < 0, 1 < i < n}, 
n 
例仏“， "） = - q ln(-^^+i(^, u)) - Y^ ln{-Qi{y, rj)). 
i=\ 
The idea of this algorithm is to find the approximated analytic center of a 
sequence of set /("，v). Since I(jj, u) ^ / (0, oo) = PF as r] ^  0 and u ^ oo, we 
may find the analytic center of PF = 7(0, oo). 
We now show that I{l,q) is nonempty, and 0 is its analytic center. I f PF is 
bounded, so is I{rj,"), Vry e K , v < oo. / (1, q) is nonempty, since 
9i{0,l) = -1， VI < i < n, 
9n+i{0,q) = -q. 
That is to say 0 e / (1, q). On the other hand, we have 
V . ^ ( . , l , g ) U = 1 Vy{-9n,^{y.,)) _ V V t i ^ 
-9n+i{y,q) y=o f：^ -9i(y,l) 
^ 1 一 丄 紋 二 0 
= E^=1 vMy)ly=o ^ - v M y ) 
q ^ 1 
2=1 y=0 
= 0 . 
Therefore the following initialization algorithm can be started at the analytic 
center 0 of I(r]o, uo) with r]o = 1, i^ 二 q. 
I n i t i a l i za t i on A l g o r i t h m 
For ( i ) rji = 1，...（decreasing to 0) 
( i i ) Uj = q,.. • (increasing integer to oo) 
p = -H~^g; 
y = y + p; 
I f Ib||^ < T then break 
End 
Choose smal l enough zp > -oo such t ha t |b(2/,^o)lk(y,zo) < r 
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For particularly y, r]j, i^ k-> 
g = V ,^( . , . .^ . ) 二 _ 斤 夕 时 严 ？ ) ) - 亡 7 “ - 产 ” 
-gn+i{y.i^k) ^ -9i{y,Vj) 
= q b A vfi{y) 
bTy + 外 ^ai{y,r]jY 
^-1 _ ^2^/ 、— ^ bbT ^ \ v ^ f i { y ) v f i { y ) v M y ) n 
^ — Vy^[y^ lj^ ^ k) — qj7j^~~； ^ _ / j ~? x 7 ^ 
{b^y + i^kY j^ [ai{y,T]j) ai{y,f]jY _ 
n 
w i t h a i [ y , r j j ) = f i { y ) + V j [ f i { 0 ) + 1] a n d b = ^ v f i i v ) . 
i=l y = Q 
In the above algorithm, by a suitable choice of rjj and Vk such that r]j ^ 0 and 
^k ^ 00 slow enough, we can find the approximated minimizer of ^ ( ^ ¾ , Vk) by 
one Newton step in each iteration. The iteration is terminated if y is close enough 
to y. Then we take yo = y and a small enough number zo > - 0 0 is chosen such 
that yo is still close to the analytic center y(zo) of F^^. Using this algorithm, the 
initialization requirement in the Short-step Center Algorithm is satisfied. 
3.4 Properties and Examples on Self-Concordance 
First let's recall the self-concordant condition: 
• A functions cp : PF�~> M is called K-self-concordant on PF。wi th n > 0 
) —— ， 
i f ip is three times continuously differentiable in PF^ and for all y e PF^ 
and h G R^ it satisfies the condition 
I v ' ^{y)[K h, h]\ < 2K(hT v ' ^y)h)l, (3.10) 
where v V ( y ) [ / i , h, h] denotes the third differential of ^ at y and h, i.e. 
m m m ^o ( 、 
W ( . ) [ . M ] = E E E ^ M A . 
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I t is clear that a linear function l(y) and a convex quadratic function q{y) is 
self-concordant. Since 
V%y)[h, h, h] = y H { y ) [ h , h] = 0， 
and 
V \ { y ) [K h, h] = 0 , y^q{y) [h, h] > 0 , 
l{y), q{y) satisfy the self-concordant condition i f we take K = 1 in both cases. 
We now give some examples and properties of the self-concordant functions 
in the following: 
• The pos i t ive real axis. The function ip{y) 二 -\ny is 1-self-concordant 
on the set {y G M : y > 0}. 
Proo f : We have ^'{y)=」，<p"(y) = ^, ^"'{y) = - ^ . 
y y^ 2/3 
For all y G {y : y > 0}, we get 
3 
IW")I = ^ = 2 ( ^ ' = V'0/)- . 
This gives the result. • 
• A f f ine t rans format ions . The self-concordant condition (3.3) is invariant 
under affine transformations. Let (p{y) be /^-self-concordant on PF^ and let 
^(^) :二 ]工 + b be an affine mapping with some matrix A e R ^ ^ ^ and 
some vector b G M ^ such that ^ ( K ^ ) n PF�+ 0. Then ^{A[x)) is K-seU-
concordant on {x : A{x) G PF^}. 
Proof : See [6, 9]. • 
• L inear funct ions. The function 
^y) = - ln(a^y + /?) 
is 1-self-concordant on {y e H ^ : a^y + p > 0}. 
Proof : By the property of invariant under affine transformation and - ln y 
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is 1-self-concordant on {y G M : y > 0}，the linear function is l-self-
concordant. • 
• Convex quadra t i c funct ions. The function 
^(y) = - l n ( - ^ ( ? / ) ) 
is 1-self-concordant on {y G M ^ : q{y) < 0} where q{y) is convex quadratic. 
Proo f : My G {y G W : q{y) < 0}，let 
^ = v g ( " ) [ " ] ^ = v M ^ / ) [ M : 
1 -Q{y) , 2 - - q [ y ) • 
Here d2 > 0 since q(y) is a convex function. 
Then the derivatives of (p{y) can be writ ten in terms of d1,d2 and d3 as 
follow: 
• _ ) W = ^ ^ : =屯 
-Q[y) 
vMy)[hM = ^ M ^ + Y i ^ : = 4 + ^ , 
-<i{y) q{yY 
vMy)[h,h,h] = v M ^ ) [ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ] ^ v M ^ ) [ ^ . ^ ] y g f a ) W 
- " ( " ) q(y)2 
I 2 V q{y)[h]寸 q{y)[h, h] 2 • q{y)[hf • q{y)[h] 
q(y)2 g { ^ 
= 3 v ' q{y)[h, h] V q{y)[h] 2 • q{y)[h]^ 
QW q{yf 
:二 2dl + 3d1d2, 
since q(y) is quadratic, V^Q(y)[h,", h] 二 0. 
Now consider 
V^^(y)lh,h,h]l^ 二 |2c/f + 3(/iC^|2 
< 4df + i2dtd2 + 9dfd| 
< 4rf? + 12d% + Udl4 + 4dl 
=^dl + d2f 
二 ^V^<p{y)[h,h]'. 
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Taking square root on both sides, i t shows (f{y) = -ln(-q{y)) is l-self-
concordant. • 
• Summat ion . Suppose that (pi{y) is /^i-self-concordant on PF^ and ^P2{y) 
is A^2-self-concordant on 户尸之。.Then cp{y) := {rrii(pi + rri2(p2){y) is K-seU-
concordant on RF1OnPF2O where m1,m2 G JR+ and K = max < - ^ ; - ^ 1. 
l \ M r v ^ J 
Proo f : We have 
I v ' M y ) [ h , h , h ] l < 2Ki{h^ v ' M y ) h ) K v " ^ PF!o, 
and 
I v' <P2(l/)[^ h, h]\ < 2n2{h^ v' ^2{y)h)l, My G PFl 
Therefore My G PFi�n PF2^, we have 
•V(")["，","]| = |v^(^i^i + m2(p2)(p)[h, /i, h] 
= m v^ ^1 {y) [", "，h] + rri2 V ^2 {y) ["，h, h] 
< rni I v V i {y) ["，", h] I + m2 I v V 2 {y) [h, h, h] 
< 2miK.i{hF v^ ^i{y)h)i + 2m2K2{h^ 寸 ^2{y)h)^ 
=衾("『v' mm(yW! + ^{h^ v ' rn2^2{y)h)i 
< 2K{h^ 寸{miifi + m2(p2){y)h)i 
, r ^ 1 ^ 2 ^ T 
where K = m a x { - ^ = ; - ^ = } . In the last inequality, we have used the in-
V ^ 1 V ^ 2 
equality that ai + bi < {a + 6)f, V a,b > 0. This completes the proof. 
• 
In next section, we present some problems that the logarithmic barrier function 
is proved to satisfy the self-concordance condition in [5], [7 . 
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3.5 Examples of Convex Optimization Problem 
3.5.1 Self-concordant Logarithmic Barrier and 
Distance Function 
Before stating the problems, we recall that a CO Problem {CP) is solvable by 
the Logarithmic Barrier Algori thm if i t satisfies the following three conditions: 
• -fo{y) and fi{y), 1 < i < n are twice continuously differentiable. 
• PF^ is a nonempty bounded set. 
• The logarithmic barrier function associated with (CP) is Av-self-concordant. 
The following are some problems with self-concordant logarithmic barrier func-
tion: 
1. The linear programming {LP) problem: 
f 
min cTy 




can be solved by the Logarithmic Barrier Algorithm and the Center Algo-
rithm, if the feasible set PF is bounded and its interior is nonempty. The 
(^y 
reason is that ——,-ln yj and - ln{aiy 一 k), where a^  is the z-th row of A^  
A are 1-self-concordant and by the summation property the sum of these 
functions is 1-self-concordant in PF。. Therefore the Logarithmic Barrier 
function 
cTy ^ 爪 
•�y,") = Y1 H^iV - hi) — Y^ ln Vj 
^ i=l j=l 
associated with {LP) is 1-self-concordant. For q > 1，the distance function 
n_ m 
功(仏"）=-q ln(c^l/ - z) 一 ^  ln{aiy - ^ ) - ^ ln 約 
i=l j=l 
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associated wi th {LP) is maxj；^, l | =l-self-concordant. 
I f a (C*P) consists of a system of equality constraints, the interior of 
the feasible set is then empty and so the ini t ia l assumption is not satisfied. 
To deal wi th this case, we can eliminate some of the variables by an affine 
transformation so that the equality constraints are removed. I f the original 
logarithmic barrier function or distance function is self-concordant, the one 
after applying the affine transformation is also self-concordant. I t is because 
the self-concordant property is invariant under affine transformations. 
In [19], i t gives some numerical experiments of Center Method for some 
{LP). In this thesis, We wi l l give some numerical results for some CO 
problems later. We first apply the algorithms to (LP) which comes from 
20]: 
We Consider an economy involving the following activities: agriculture; 
transportation by truck; transportation by rail; manufacturing. The unit 
requirements for each activity are listed in the table below. 
Transportation 
Agriculture by Truck by Rail Manufacturing 
Land 2 0 0 0 
Energy resources 4.5 12 10 0.5 
Capital goods 3 4 6 1.5 
Transportation services 0 0 0 0.4 
Final: Food 1 0 0 0 
Manufactured Goods 0 0 0 1 
Intermediate: Transportation 0 1 1 0 
Activity levels x3 x4 x^ XQ 
There are three primary goods used as inputs: land, energy resources 
and capital goods. The dimension of each input coefficient is a quantity 
per unit level of operation of the activity. There is one intermediate good: 
transportation services. These services are themselves an input used in the 
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manufacturing industry. There are two categories of final goods: food and 
manufactured goods. 
Let the given endowments of pr imary goods be: land 100; energy 357.5; 
capital goods 227.5. The prices of the final goods are: food 36; manufac-
tured goods 29.2. The final demand of food and manufactured goods are 
represented by x i and x2 respectively. 
Then, the opt imal production is modeled by a (LP) wi th 6 variables 
and 6 constraints excluding those yi > 0. 
max 36yi + 29.2y2 
y i l 3 < 0， 
V2 -V6 < 0， 
-2/4 - y 5 +0.4|/6 二 0 , 
8 丄 2ys < 100， 
4.52/3 +122/4 +20^5 +0.5ye < 357.5， 
%3 + # 4 +%5 +1.52/6 < 227.5, 
Vi > 0, i - l , 2 , - . . ,6. 
The optimal solution y* = (50, 25, 50,10，0, 25)，the optimal cost is fo{y*)= 
2530. Here i t contains an equality - y ^ - y^ + 0.4?/6 = 0 and so the interior 
is empty. We need to remove the equality by eliminating one of the variable 
existing in - y ^ — y^ + 0.4^e = 0, say y^ = 2.5^4 + 2.5^/5. We thus get the 
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new {LP) w i th 5 variables and 6 constraints. 
min - 3 6 y i - 29.2^/2 
yi -2/3 < 0， 
V2 -2.5i/4 -2.52/5 < 0, 
4.5ys +13.2%4 +21.25^/5 < 357.5, 
s-t. 22/3 < 100, 
3ys +7.752/4 +9.75^5 < 227.5, 
-2.52/4 -2.5^5 < 0, 
2 / i > 0 , i = l , 2 , . . . , 5 . 
We observe that the interior of the feasible set is now nonempty. For 
example, (1,1, 2, 2，2) is an interior point. On the other hand, from the th i rd 
inequality of the new (LP) , variables y3,y4,y5 are bounded and then from 
the first and second inequalities, variables 仍，y2 are also bounded. Therefore 
the feasible set is bounded. Now, we can apply the short-step logarithmic 
barrier and center algorithm. Also we t ry larger step size (a long-step) 
in the two algorithms wi th replacement of stopping criterion by fo{y) > 
foQyshort—stepsoiut” The coiresponding parameters in the algorithms are 
shown in the following table. 
Logarithmic Barrier Center 
Short-step Long-step Short-step Long-step 
Q - - v^ n 
—e ziz z: zn z~~ 
3oVIo Vw 2 2 ^ 11 
Initialization Iterations 24 24 24 24 
Mo 2048 2048 - -
^0 - - -1819 -8478 
Algorithm Iterations 1720 48 1850 51 
The numerically found optimal solutions by all these algorithms are y = 
(50.0000, 25.0000, 50.0000, 10.0000, 0.0000, 25.0000), the optimal costs are 
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all fo{y) = 2529.9999 which are correct to 4 decimal places. 
The following graphs show the convergence of the values yi, i = 1，2，•..，5 
in the two algorithm with the parameters given in the above table. The 
convergence of the initialization algorithms are shown in the left hand side 
of the vertical dashed line and the convergence of the main algorithms are 
shown in the right hand side. In order to show the clear convergence, the 
graphs are plotted by connecting the values of each yi in each iteration . 
Loga r i t hm ic B a r r i e r A l g o r i t h m 
Short-step Long-step 
d f : I f 
E ' f e 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 0 ^0 20 30 40 M i o ^ ^ 
number of tteratlons number of iterations 
Center A l g o r i t h m 
Short-step Long-step 
50n ^ _ ^ S0「 
\f jf 
f C O — -; L z = r ; ^ = T 
0 200 400 600 aw i ^ ^ ^ 1400 1600 1800 2000 % To M ~ 3 0 40 tS ^ ^ ^> 
fiurrber ol Keratk>ns number ol iterations 
In the initialization algorithm of logarithmic barrier method, we reduce 
V by a factor of | and enlarge u by a factor of 2 simultaneously until 
口 > 107 and \\newton step\\ < | . Then we choose large enough "〇 such 
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that \\newton step\\ < | . In the initialization algorithm of center method, 
the stopping criteria are replaced by u > y/n x 10^ and u > n x 10? wi th 
\newton step\\ < | . Therefore we see that the number of init ialization 
iterations are all 24. On the other hand, when comparing the two zo values 
of the center algorithm, the long-step one is more negative than the short-
step one. I t is because the weight of -qln(c^y — z) in the distance function 
for the long-step with q = n is more important than for the short-step one 
with q = v ^ . Then we can start the two algorithms and get the result. 
Although the curves are not very smooth at the beginning of the two 
main algorithms for long-step (i.e. they converge not very well init ial ly), 
they converge in fact. • 
Instead of (LP), the logarithmic barrier function and the center function of 
the convex quadratic programs with convex quadratic functions are also 1-self-
concordant. The complexity analysis of this kind of problems are fully discussed 
(see [21, 22]). 
2. We consider the convex quadratic programs with convex quadratic func-
tions: 
(CQP) : I min "。⑷ 
s.t. qi{y) < 0, 1 < i < n. 
K 
where Qi{y), 0 < i < n are convex quadratic functions 
^i{y) = \y^Qiy + bJy + ^ 
with Qi e JR^^^ positive semidefinite, bi e ffT，Q E M. Also we assume 
that the feasible set PF is bounded and its interior is nonempty. We can 
prove that the logarithmic barrier function 
^(y,A = q^-j2Him 
^ i=i 
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associated wi th (C^QP) is 1-self-concordant, and the distance function 
n 
Hy, z) 二 — in( -^o(y) - z) — J2 in(-^i(2/)) 
i=l 
associated wi th (C^QP) is 1-self-concordant since ^2_M, - l n ( - ^ o ( y ) - z) 
/^ 
and - l n ( - ^ ( y ) ) is 1-self-concordant in PF。and thus the sum of these 
functions is also 1-self-concordant in PF。by the summation property. 
The following is a (CQP) problem given in [23]: 
min y^Ay — 2yi 
s.t. Vi>0, i = l,2,-" ,50, 
where A is a 50 x 50 symmetric positive definite matrix given by 
• __ 
1 - 1 0 
- 1 2 - 1 
A = —1 2 - 1 . 
• * • 
• • • 
- 1 2 - 1 
0 —1 2 L • 
Since the interior of the feasible set is unbounded, we add one more 
constraint 
50 
J 2 y^  ^ 2500, 
i=l 
to the original problem. We can do so because we know the optimal solution 
of this test problem. The problem now becomes 
min yTAy - 2yi 
, E S i Vi < 2500 s.t. 
Vi > 0, i = l , 2 , . . . , 5 0 . 
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Now the feasible set becomes bounded and nonempty and we apply the 
Logarithmic Barrier and Center Method to this problem for some particular 
parameters given in the fol lowing table. 
Logarithmic Barrier Center 
Short-step Long-step Short-step Long-step 
Q - - n 二 51 n = 51 
~o ~ ^ zn zn j _ " " " 
3 0 y ^ y / ^ 2 2 ^ n 
Initialization Iterations 62 62 62 62 
A^o 8192 8192 - -
^0 - - -141264 -141264 
Algorithm Iterations 4540 141 3396 37 
In order to compare the difference between short-step and long-step 
algorithm, the stopping criterion of the long-step algorithms are replaced 
b y / o ( y ) < f o ( j j S h o r t - s t e p s o l u t i o n > ^ . 
The following figures show the convergence of each values yi in the 
iterated solution w i th different step sizes. In order to show clear the con-
vergence, we connect the new value and the previous values for each yi. 
The convergence of the values yi in the init ial ization algorithm are shown 
in the left hand side of the vertical dashed line and the main algorithms 
in the right hand side of the vertical dashed line. The iterated solution 
y1,y2, • • • ,2/50 are shown by the tails from the top one to the bottom one 
respectively in each figure. Thus, y i ^ 50, y2 ^ 49 , . . . , y^o ^ 1 and the 
opt imal solution for this problem is y* = (50，49,48，47,.. •，2,1) and the 
opt imal cost value is fo{y*) = —50. 
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In the initialization algorithm, we reduce r] by a factor of ^ and enlarge 
“ b y a factor of 1.3 simultaneously unti l “ > 10^ with \\newton step\\ < 1 for 
the logarithmic barrier algorithm and v > 5.1 x 10® with \\newton step\\ < 
1 for the center algorithm. Then we choose large enough /io such that 
\newton step\\ < 1 for the logarithmic barrier algorithm and small enough 
Zo such that ||newton step\\ < 1 for the center algorithms. The reason we 
change \\newton step\\ < | by \\newton step\\ < 1 is that the amplitude of 
^0 and "0 to ensure \\newton step\\ < \ is too large and \\newton step\\ < 1 
is good enough to apply the algorithms. 
The numerical optimal cost values found are fo{y) = -50.000000000 to 
9 decimal places. • 
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3. Let {Ik]k=i,-.-,r be a part i t ion of { 1 , . . . ,n} (i.e. Ul^Jk = {1 , . •. , n } and 
h n h = 0 for k + /)• The dual geometric programming problem is then 
given by (see [13]) 
f 
min cTy + E L i [E.'e/, Vi ln yi 一 { E i e i , V i ) ln (E^e/. " 0 ] 




The logarithmic barrier function of (J)GP) is 2-self-concordant (see proof in 
'7]). • 
4. The extended entropy programming problem is defined as (see [11, 12]) 
f 
min cTy + Y J U M V i ) 




where |//"(2/i)| < / c - 4 i ^ . The logarithmic barrier function of (EEP) is 
1 饥 
(1 + - max{/^j})-self-concordant (see proof in [7]). • o ^ 
We know that the Logarithmic Barrier Algorithm and the Short-step Center 
Algorithm can solve CO problem which satisfies some conditions including the 
K-self-concordance however it is difficult to check whether a general CO problem 
is A^-self-concordant or not. We wil l apply the Logarithmic Barrier and Center 
Algorithm to some CO problems without proving the self-concordance property. 
I t always works because the barrier function ^{y, f j ) and the distance function 
i^{y,z) are convex in the feasible sets and so the minimum always exist. The 
inverse of H{y,^ji) and H{y,z) always exist and so the Newton steps are well-
defined. 
3.5.2 General Convex Optimization Problems 
The following are some CO problems: 
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1. The following is a convex opt imizat ion problem about the maximum likeli-
hood for interval censored data which comes from [15，17，18 . 
46 ( 14 \ 
；^器 E i o g f E ^ P . ) 
2 = 1 \j = l / 
P l + P 2 + - - ' + P l 4 = l 
S.t. 
Pi > 0, i = l,2,"- , 1 4 
where A = ( c ^ ) is a 46 x 14 matr ix defined in next page. 
Since the interior of the feasible set is empty, we need to transform the 
14 variables problem into the following 13 variables problem. 
46 ( 13 \ 
J?^?3 Y . log 叫，14 + 5 ^ ( ¾ - ^iM)Vi 
^ i=l \ j=l / 
Pl + P2 + • • • + Pl3 < 1 
S.t. 
Pi > 0, z = l ,2， . . .，13 
Now the interior of the feasible becomes nonempty and bounded (e.g. 
P = (0.05,0.05, • . . , 0.05) is feasible). We now apply the Logarithmic Bar-
rier and Center Algor i thm w i th different step sizes. Here the number of 
inequalities n = 14 and number of variables m = 13. 
The following table shows the result from [15，17] and our results. We 
apply the two algorithms by replacing the stopping criterion by / o ( p * ) -
j^o(piterate) < 4 g 乂 10"^ In the short-step algorithm, we assume K 二 1, 
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( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 \ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
^ _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
� 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 j 
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Logarithmic Barrier Center 
Short-step Long-step Short-step Long-step 
9 - - - v^ n 
~e [ i 1 1 5 
30yT4 7n 22y/g n 
^ Ei Pk 
1 0.0463 0.0463 0.0463 0.0463 0.0463 
2 0.0334 0.0334 0.0334 0.0334 0.0334 
3 0.0887 0.0887 0.0887 0.0887 0.0887 
4 0.0708 0.0708 0.0708 0.0708 0.0708 
5 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
6 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
7 0.0926 0.0926 0.0926 0.0926 0.0926 
8 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
9 0.0818 0.0818 0.0818 0.0818 0.0818 
10 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
11 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
12 0.1209 0.1209 0.1209 0.1209 0.1209 
13 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
H 0-4656 0.4656 0.4656 0.4656 0.4656 
Initialization Iterations - 17 17 17 17 
Mo - 64 64 - -
^0 - - - -199 -479 
Algorithm Iterations - 1786 52 1386 36 
objective value -58.06002 -58.06007 -58.06006 -58.06007 -58.06005 
In [15], i t states that using a EM algorithm to solve this problem which 
is easy to implement but converges slowly. I t needs a couple of hundred 
steps to reach the bound. There are some alternative methods which can 
also solve this problem. The Logarithmic Barrier and Center Algori thm 
wi th long-step are easy to implement and needs less than hundred steps to 
reach the bound. 
The following figures show the convergence of each values pk in the 
iterated solution wi th different step sizes. The convergence of the pk values 
in the initialization algorithm are shown in the left hand side of the vertical 
dashed line and the main algorithm in the right hand side of the vertical 
dashed line. 
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L o g a r i t h m i c B a r r i e r A l g o r i t h m 
Short-step Long-step 
0.1«「 0.14r 
0-12 ； 0.12 • I ; p’^  
S^sj^; 
j: . . ^ ^ ^ ^ W » W l , ; , ^ ^ ^ _ PsP,P.P,oP..P,3 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1600 0 io ^ to 40^ 50 60 7^~ 
number ot iterations number of iterations 
Center A l g o r i t h m 
Short-step Long-step 
_ _ 
0 500 1000 1500 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
nurrt>er ot rlemtk>ns number of jterations 
In the initialization algorithm of logarithmic barrier method, we reduce 
V by a factor of ^ and enlarge v by a factor of 2 simultaneously unti l 
y > 10^ and \\newton step\\ < | . Then we choose large enough "。such 
that \\newton step\\ < | , we get fiQ = 64. For the center initialization 
algorithm, v > 10^ is replaced by v > q x 10^, the number of iterations are 
the same with the logarithmic barrier one. Thus, \\newton step < \ occur 
(j 
in those case for the larger enough v. Then we can start the two algorithms. 
• 
The next two kind of CO problem are studied in Microeconomics. 
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, m < b, 
s.t. 
x > 0 , 
where the production function f{x) is strictly convex on M^+. • 
3. The ut i l i ty minimization problem (see [16]): 
min U (x) 
Em ^ 
i=iPi^i < m, 
S.T. 
x > 0 , 
where the ut i l i ty function U{x) is strictly convex and the price vector p > 0. 
• 
4. The following is a CO problem collected in [23]: 
50 
min Y , i ( x ^ ^ x f ) 
i=l 
50 
" . X ) ^ i = 1 
i=l 
By letting yi = xj, i 二 1, 2, • • • , 50, and then eliminating 奶。by wri t ing 
49 
2/50 = 1 — ^ yi, 
i=l 
the above problem becomes 
49 � 49 49 -
min X ^ i{y, + y^) + 50 (1 — ^ y,) + (1 - ^ y,)' 
i=l L i=l i=l _ 
^ E 2 i Pi < 1. 
S.t. 
Vi>o. 
Now the feasible set becomes bounded and nonempty and we apply the 
Logarithmic Barrier and Center Method to this problem for some particular 
parameters given in the following table. 
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Logarithmic Barrier Center 
Short-step Long-step Short-step Long-step 
Q - - n = 50 n = 50 
_e Z n ： I E 3 1 " ^ ~ Z ~ 
3 0 y ^ v ^ 22^ 11 
Initialization Iterations 17 17 17 17 
Aio 16 16 - -
^0 - - -358 -358 
Algorithm Iterations 3588 112 4434 60 
The following figures show the convergence of each values yi in the 
iterated solution w i th different step sizes. The convergence of the y^  values 
in the init ial izat ion algori thm are shown in the left hand side of the vertical 
dashed line and the main algori thm in the right hand side of the vertical 
dashed line. 
L o g a r i t h m i c B a r r i e r A l g o r i t h m 
Short-step Long-step 
0.9「 0.9r 
o8_ ^ ^ ^ "•'• i 厂 r 
0 7 / 0.7 • I / 
0.6 / 0.6 - \ / 
r / r I / 
� 4 . / � 4 . I / 
0.3 • / 0.3 - I / 
�.2 /^__ ^ �2- • /^__ ^ 
- ^ ^ ^ ^ " ' ” … … “ . � . • ^ ^ ^ 、 y"s....•y^  
0 500 1000 1S00 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 0 ^ 40 60 80 1M ^ 140 
number c4 iterations nurrt>er of Reratk>ns 
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Center A l g o r i t h m 
Short-step Long-step 
o .9r 0.9 -
"° 厂 “ 08_ 1 厂 ^ “ 
0.7 / 0.7 - \ / 
0.6 / 0.6 • \ / 
r / r I / 
、 4 / »0.4 • I / 
0.3 / 0.3 • I / 
” / ^ °2 • I / 、 
0.1. ^^^^T^ 0.1. I r ^ 
[ • ^ ^ - ^ - ^ ^ • � . . � � — . � . ‘ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ >4 >5 …….y„ 
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 0 io ^ " 5 ^ ^ ^ m 
numbero(Seralkins numberottteralions 
In the initialization algorithm of logarithmic barrier method, we reduce 
r| t>y a factor of | and enlarge v by a factor of 2 simultaneously unti l 
" > 10^ and \newion step\\ < | . Then we choose large enough yu。such 
that \\newton step\\ < | , we get /io = 16. 
For the center one, we reduce “ by a factor of | and enlarge v by a 
factor of 2 simultaneously unti l v > 5 x 10^ and \\newton step < \. Then 
o 
we choose small enough zo 二 -358 such that newton step < | . Then we o 
can start the two algorithms. • 
3.6 Remarks 
We can see in the numerical experiments that the long-step algorithm is preferable 
for solving a general CO though the theoretical complexity ofshort-step algorithm 
is better than the long one. The long-step logarithmic barrier algorithm with 
0 = ^ needs less than 200 iterations in all cases to get the same order ofaccuracy 
for the objective function in short-step. The long-step center algorithm with 
5 
0 = — needs less than 50 iterations in most cases for the same targets. 
In the initialization algorithm for logarithmic barrier method u = 10^ is large 
enough to give \\newton step\\ < | in many cases. For center initialization algo-
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r i thm, u = q x 10^ is large enough to ensure \\newton step\\ < \ in many cases. 
We remark that u should be enlarged simultaneously wi th the reduction of 77. 
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